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EARLY YEARS CONSTRUCTION

24M
+

24M
+

36M
+

Wooden Octoplay
30-2000 Create a dog, man, tower or many other models with this 20 piece 
set. Pieces measure 12 x 12cm and are 6mm thick. Made from high quality 
plywood. Colour instruction guide is included.  €39.95

1

Jumbo Blocks
95178 Large selection of di�erent solid wooden blocks in traditional 
patterns. Pieces are made from eco-friendly and hard wearing rubberwood.  
 €99.95

2

Wooden Blocks Set (100 pieces)
76003 Develop �ne motor skills with this classic wooden block set. 100 pieces 
of di�erent shapes and sizes with a mixture of natural wood and brightly 
coloured blocks. Average Size: 30mm. €32.95

3 Heuristic Play Starter Pack
73935 The resources in this set provide valuable opportunities for 
extending children’s learning. There is no right and wrong way to play with 
Heuristic resources so everyone’s ideas are equal. Children can explore and 
investigate in their own way, applying their own creative ideas and building 
on their own experiences. This large set of 63 wooden pieces includes a 
large drawstring bag to hold the components when not in use.  €110.00 

4

12M
+

Rainbow Bricks
73380 Giant visually stunning building bricks made from beautiful rubber-
wood with colourful transparent acrylic inserts. Set includes 36 pieces (24 
large, 12 small) with rounded corners and colourful inserts. €189.95 

5
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EARLY YEARS CONSTRUCTION

Nuts & Bolts with Foam Bug Boards
50168 Pack of 32 Nuts & Bolts with four colour foam bug boards. There are 
holes with 4 di�erent diameters for 4 di�erent bolts. One side printed with 
bolt shape and the opposite side is blank for two levels of di�culty.  €16.95

1 Nuts & Bolts Activity Cards
50169 Improve �ne motor skills, as well as learning 
about colours, shapes and numbers. 12 durable plastic 
cards, 21cm x 24cm.  €19.95

2

Mobilo Group Sets
MOB 302 Group set, 120 pieces   €52.30
MOB 105 Class pack, 360 pieces  €149.95

3

Mobilo Work Cards
MOB 451 Set of 16.   €12.75

4

Mobilo Figure Heads (Set of 6)
MOB 127 Group set, 6 pieces   €14.95

5 Mobilo Figure Heads (Set of 6)
MOB 129  Group set, 6 pieces   €14.95

6
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EARLY YEARS CONSTRUCTION

24M
+

36M
+

Giant Polydron
70-7000 Giant Polydron construction sets help children to understand 
spatial awareness from an early age, whilst having great fun. The prod-
uct encourages children to make and recognise 2 and 3 dimensional 
shapes such as a rocket, star or a boat. The shapes are designed so they 
are easy for little hands to manipulate. The product is heavily textured 
on one side to help users recognise di�erent shapes and forms and also 
marked with Braille to help children be aware of alternative forms of 
communication. A must for all early years and special needs environ-
ments. 40 pieces.  €79.95

3

Junior Polydron 372 Pieces
60-6010 Junior Polydron �ts together easily and stays together. It is made from 
super durable polypropylene and designed to allow the easy construction of 
thousands of exciting models such as cars, planes and other fun models. Comes 
in a handy Storage Tub.  €110.00

4

24M
+

XL Polydron
70-71205 Build towers and larger constructions. Teaches groups of 
children about shape and space through play. 24-piece set contains 16 
squares (in 2 designs) and 8 equilateral triangles. Supplied in 4 colours. 
Ideal for several children to use at the same time. Build large outdoor 
constructions such as a castle, tower or tunnel. Children will be able to 
build large constructions, whilst all the time learning about shape, 2 
and 3 dimensional objects, texture, team-work and role play. The pieces 
easily slot together to create sturdy structures. Lightweight and safe to 
use. 4 times the size of Giant Polydron and also compatible with Giant 
Polydron which is available on our website. Use indoors or outdoors. 
Easy to pack away. Square measures 40.5 x 40.5cm €79.95

1

24M
+

Giant Polydron Panels
70-7081 Add the panels to make dice, to draw letters, numbers or 
pictures. The panels simply clip into Giant Polydron or XL Polydron and 
are durable and safe to use either indoors or outdoors. A great way to 
enhance your existing Giant Polydron and XL Polydron sets. A must for 
all early years and special needs environments. Contains 8 drywipe 
panels. Giant Polydron Squares available separately. €--.--

2
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EARLY YEARS CONSTRUCTION

24M
+ 18M

+

Iqok Construction Blocks
IQOK233 Interlocking building blocks and storage case (230 pieces)   €37.55

3 Construct-0-Straws
CM24 Pliable plastic straws will curve and bend to �t onto the joiners   €19.50

4

Nuts & Bolts
E187 These easy-to-hold, large size nuts & bolts are made from sturdy 
plastic, durable for classroom use. Ideal for children to develop �ne motor 
skills. 6cm, 4 shapes, 4 colours. 64 pieces in plastic container  €22.95

5

Button Flowers
F180 160 pieces in storage jar   €22.95

6

Crazy Daisies
E219 75 pieces in storage jar   €22.95

7 Cotton Reels
E24 122 pieces incl. Stopper & Laces in large storage tub   €22.95

8

Giant Rabbits
50210 Giant rabbits, 20 pieces, 16cm  €26.80

1 Animal Building Blocks 60pcs
50270 Includes 6 di�erent shape blocks, animal blocks and 5 wheels   €19.95

2
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EARLY YEARS CONSTRUCTION

Bloko - Blocks Set of 100
503510 Designed and made in Europe. 100 
coloured bristle blocks and accessories in assorted 
shapes.  €27.95

1

Bloko Box 53 piece
Farm set.  €29.95

2 Bloko Tube 50
Tub of 60 bristle blocks.  €15.95

3

Connection Blocks (500g)
012 Connection blocks bag of 500g.  €14.95

4 Soft Rubber Blocks
T236 Soft rubber �exi blocks are made of safe , soft , sensory rubber. Bag of 
68 pieces.  €14.95

5

Easy Connect Blocks
T248 Easy to connect blocks snap together. 110 pieces.  €14.95

6 Connecting Sun Blocks (30)
NS120 Shape and size are perfect for small hands to grip and connect.  €14.95

7

Peoples Builders Set (40)
H111 Easy to connect set.  €14.95

8 Shape Linking
X37 Shape linking. 500g.  €14.95

9
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EARLY YEARS CONSTRUCTION
Gears Basic Building Set (150)

LER 9164 Children will intuitively use problem solving and engineering 
skills to create moving master-pieces of spinning, colourful action   €58.95

1

Design & Drill Activity Centre
LER EI 4112 Children love using the Design & Drill Activity Centre to create 
their own designs, or following the set’s activity cards to make pictures and 
patterns - from trains and boats to �owers and �sh. Just snap any one of the 
drill bits into the power drill or the screwdriver handle, grab a handful of big 
bolts, and turn on the learning fun. Twenty activity cards (10 make-a-pic-
ture cards, 9 follow-the-pattern cards, and 1 make-your-own card) provide 
young learners with tasks from simple to challenging.   €47.50

2

Framework  Platonic Set
3044 (50 Pieces) 6 squares, 32 equilateral 
triangles and 12 pentagons   €19.95

5

Magnetic Block Set
50150 This super magnetic construction set contains a range of di�erently shaped and 
sized blocks for creating vehicles, buildings and abstract designs. An ideal �rst magnetic 
block toy for early STEM exploration. Each block contains smart magnets that rotate 
in any direction to �nd Polar opposites, ensuring a secure magnetic connection with a 
satisfying ‘click’ when pieces are connected. 36 pieces with varying shapes, sizes and 
colors & activity guide. Toddlers and young children learn early STEM concepts such as 
creativity, imaginative play, construction, shape play and magnetism. An Ideal �rst block 
set that is suitable for young children, 18 months+, to safely learn about magnets and 
construction.  €49.95

3

Magnetic Polydron Class Set
50-1010 An ideal set for a classroom of children to explore geometry by 
creating 2D and 3D shapes 
with magnetic squares and 
triangles. This set contains 
36 squares and 60 equilat-
eral triangles and comes 
with a poster to guide and 
initiate play. With over 
300 magnets, it is ideal for 
classrooms of children to 
use at the same time. Open 
frame pieces allow you to 
see inside. All pieces are 
magnetic. Square measures 
6 x 6cm  €--.--

4
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Rainbow Pebbles
54047 Children will have fun with this 
construction and early mathematics 
manipulative. Ideal for developing �ne 
motor skills, counting & sorting and 
creative design. Contains 36 pebbles in 6 
sizes and 6 colours with 20 activity cards 
in a sturdy plastic container.
Size of large pebble: 85mm   €34.95

4

EARLY YEARS CONSTRUCTION

Flexible Straw Construction
Y182 400 pieces. 5 assorted coloured construction straws in a sturdy storage 
box.  €34.95

1 Gear Geometry
SK038 As children stack, there is a sense of geometric awareness that each 
shape will only �t in its correct holder. Children stimulate their cognitive 
thinking ability by seeing how turning one gear triggers motion in the other 
two gears.   €15.95

2

Junior Geoland
54051 This mirror set will stimulate children’s imagination and allow them 
to explore symmetry and re�ection with their creative designs. When they 
look through the hole in the mirror they can see the object re�ected to 
in�nity. They will also be able to look into the mirrors and see their own 
multi-image re�ections.  €45.95

3
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WET DAY FUN
SUITABLE FOR GROUP WORK

Shape Link 
Activity Set
14124 Develop skills - sorting 
& classifying, patterning & 
sequencing, logical reason-
ing, creative design and basic 
numeracy. Contains: 360 links 
in 3 shapes and 6 colours 
with 20 double sided activity 
cards.   €29.95

1

 Linking Cube Set
12134 Set includes 500 blocks in 10 bright colours, comprising 400 cubes, 
50 triangles & 50 quadrants, as well as 4 base boards and 36 x 2-sided 
activity cards in sturdy storage container. Size of cube: 20mm.   €99.95

2

 Junior GeoStix®
21365 Improve �ne motor skills and develop creative thinking 
skills with this construction set. Use the activity cards included 
with the 8 di�erent length �exible sticks that snap together to 
create a range of pictures, shapes and patterns. An ideal hands 
on resource for children and adults. The set includes 200 �exible 
plastic sticks and 20 x 2-sided activity cards in a handy plastic 
storage box. Size: 25-150mm.   €29.95

3
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WET DAY FUN

Archimates 360
AM360 Contains 360 bricks and 6 pattern cards.   €38.95

1 Archimates 630
AM630 Contains 630 bricks and 12 pattern cards. 

€69.95

2

Young Builder
YB260 An assortment of 260 bricks and 5 project cards   €34.95

3

Build a Picture
BP600 Contains 600 bricks and 6 easy plastic picture cards. Build all six 
pictures together.   €69.95

5 Master Builder
MB620 Contains 620 bricks including 21 di�erent shapes and 
10 project cards.   €69.95

6

Archipets 630
AP630 Contains 630 bricks and 12 pattern cards.   €69.95

4
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WET DAY FUN

Gaelic Mates
GM1360 Contains 1,360 bricks and 32 pattern cards (double-sided). Our new construction 
set of Gaelic Mates allows children to construct a team player in their club or county colours. 
This set consists of 1,360 building blocks and 32 double-sided easy to follow illustration 
cards. Each card will help children select the quantity of pieces and identify the colour to 
build their team player. Re�nes �ne motor skills, develops creative thinking, improves count-
ing and sorting skills. All 32 players can be constructed simultaneously.  €99.95

1

The Little Architect system of joining is achieved simply by sliding components together, 
making it easier for children to assemble and pulll apart. Cross linking the bricks results in very 

stable structures due to the unique design of the locating lugs. The versatility of the system 
allows components to be used in many  different ways to achieve interesting models including 

construction of the New Gaelic Mates.
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WET DAY FUN
ALL GAMES GREAT 

FOR IMPROVING 

CONCENTRATION

Marble Run
BJ786 Features a wide variety of wooden pieces so your little one can craft 
their own unique marble run designs  €34.95

1 Draughts and Chess Set
BJ789 Made from high quality, responsibly sourced materials. Width: 
280mm.  €15.50

2

Snakes & Ladders
EDSLMI Mini Snakes and ladders game comes with a brightly coloured 
game mat measuring 33x27x0.15cms, 4 mini coloured players discs and a 
very neat mini dice dome  €7.95

3 Ludo Dice Game
EDLUMI 16 mini di�erent coloured players discs and a mini dice dome. 
When you push the plunger in the dice spins, twists and tumbles around 
inside the dome to reveal your number. And best of all you won’t lose your 
dice as it can’t get out.   €7.95

4

Noughts and Crosses
BJ555 Traditional wooden game of 
noughts & crosses. complete with 
a drawstring bag for ‘on the move’ 
games!  €4.95

5

Stacking Tower
BJ695 Height: 280mm, Width: 90mm

€19.95

6

Jumbo Playing Cards
52856 Use for building number con�dence, understanding patterns & 
sequencing, improving memory  €4.95

7
Standard Playing cards

52859 Ideal for traditional card games .  €1.50

8
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WET DAY FUN

Sudoku 10
TC1126 Each line adds to 10. Cover the blank squares with the correct num-
ber tile. Four levels of di�culty. For 1-8 players. Contents. 8 x game cards, 8 
x answer sheets, 96 x tiles and teachers’ notes.  €13.65

1 Sudoku Shapes
TC1127 Numbers are replaced by shapes. When complete, each line should 
have 5 di�erent shapes. Cover the blank square with the correct shape tile. 
Four levels of di�culty, for 1-8 players. Contents. 8 x game cards, 8 x answer 
sheets, 96 x tiles and teachers’ notes  €13.65

2

Pattern Blocks
LER 0335 Encourage geometric exploration! Pattern blocks are made in six 
bright colors and six shapes, and each side is calibrated so all the pieces �t 
together. Young learners can explore geometry and measurement concepts 
such as shapes, area, and symmetry.  €27.95

5

sheets, 96 x tiles and teachers’ notes €13.65

Math Marks The Spot Activity Set
LER 0383 Mat features all possible answers to addition and subtraction 
problems that use numbers 1-6. Set includes two number dice, one 
operation die and 28 game markers. All dice are soft foam for safer play. Mat 
measures 122cm x 152cm  €44.95

3 Alphabet Marks the Spot™ Activity Set
LER 0394 Young players will jump and learn the alphabet with this giant, 
colourful wipe-clean mat featuring eight di�erent letter games. Including 
�ve in�atable cubes with fun illustrations for game play, game markers and 
Activity Guide. For one or more players.   €44.50

4

Orchard Toys Monster Bingo Game
084 A fun shape and colour matching bingo featuring cheeky monsters! 

€--.--

6
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JIGSAW PUZZLES

Woodland Party Jigsaw Puzzle
269 An enchanting 70-piece woodland jigsaw.  €15.75

1

Pirate Ship Jigsaw Puzzle
228 A challenging 100-piece pirate jigsaw puzzle.  €15.75

2

Where in the Wood Jigsaw
254 Discover what’s in the wood in this 150-piece jigsaw puzzle.  €15.75

3

World Map 
   Puzzle & Poster
280 Explore the countries 
and continents of the world 
in this 150-piece jigsaw. 

€19.95

4 Great Britain 
&  Ireland Puzzle
285 Explore Great Britain 
and Ireland in this interest-
ing 150-piece jigsaw. 

€19.95

5
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JIGSAW PUZZLES

Modern Families (8 separate puzzles)
JJ632 8 x18 piece puzzles depicting the diverse family environments that children can experience and nurture within. Puzzle Size: 200mm x 150mm each

€32.45

1

Seasons - Set Of Four
JJ 014 Each puzzle size: 200 X 200mm  €32.95

2 All Kinds Of Weather
JJ 560 Puzzle size: 200 x 150mm. Set of 8   €34.95

3

Days Of The Week
JJ 521 Each puzzle size: 400 x 200 - 29 Pieces   €19.75

4

Months Of  
The Year

JJ 520 Each puzzle size: 
300 x 480 - 36 Pieces 

€19.75

5
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UNDER
€3.75 PER 

PUZZLE

UNDER
€3.75 PER 

PUZZLE

UNDER
€3.75 PER 

PUZZLE

JIGSAW PUZZLES

Wild Animals and Their Young Puzzles
JJ 591 Puzzle Pieces: 9 - 18. 200mm x 150mm each.  Includes: Hippopota-
mus, Cheetah, Elephant, Zebra, Lion,Gira�e, Chimpanzee & Meercat. 

€29.95  

1

Farm Animals & Their Young Puzzles
JJ 592 Puzzle Pieces:  9 - 18. 200mm  x 150mm each.  Includes: Goat, Cow, 
Chicken, Duck, sheep, Dog & Pig.  €29.95  

2

Mini Beasts Puzzles
JJ 593 Puzzle Pieces:  9 - 18. 200mm  x 150mm each.  Includes: Dragon�y, 
Ladybird, Fly, Spider, Worm, Caterpillar, Bumble Bee and Ant.  €29.95  

3
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JIGSAW PUZZLES

3 Yr
+

3 Yr
+3 Yr

+

3 Yr
+3 Yr

+

3 Yr
+

3 Yr
+ 3 Yr

+

Tray Puzzle Fire Engine
BJ742 Helps with dexterity and the development of co-ordination skills. 24 
puzzle pieces plus base tray. Ages 3 years and up.  €14.95

1 Tray Puzzle Digger
BJ743 Helps with dexterity and the development of co-ordination skills. 24 
puzzle pieces plus base tray. Ages 3 years and up.  €14.95

2

Tray Puzzle Tractor
BJ744 Helps with dexterity and the development of co-ordination skills. 24 
puzzle pieces plus base tray. Ages 3 years and up.  €14.95

3 Tray Puzzle Teddy Picnic
BJ746 Helps with dexterity and the development of co-ordination skills. 24 
puzzle pieces plus base tray. Ages 3 years and up.  €14.95

4

Tray Puzzle - Ballet
BJ478 Helps with dexterity and the development of co-ordination skills. 35 
puzzle pieces plus base tray. Ages 3 years and up.  €14.95

5 Tray Puzzle - Once Upon A Time
BJ481 Helps with dexterity and the development of co-ordination skills. 35 
puzzle pieces plus base tray. Ages 3 years and up.  €14.95

6

Noah’s Ark Floor Puzzle
BJ014B The ark is full of little & big creatures, �apping birds & many more 
of nature’s species. 48 brightly detailed wooden pieces.  €14.95

7 Fantasyland Floor Puzzle
BJ019B Brightly colored fairytale scene features a host of magical creatures 
and storybook characters to discover and talk about.  €14.95

8
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Baking a cake

Going swimming

Going to school.

Getting a new toy

WOODEN PUZZLES
Stories By Pictures - Set 1 (Set of 4)

JJ430 Each puzzle size 406 x 76mm (5 pieces) Set of 4.  €21.95

1

Stories By Pictures - Set 1 (Set of 4)
JJ431 Each puzzle size 406 x 76mm (5 pieces) Set of 4.  €21.95

2

Getting ready for bed

Growing a plant

Sending a letter

Getting up
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SCIENCE & ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS

Looking After Ourselves - Set of 4
JJ 055 Each puzzle size: 200 X 200mm  €14.95

1 Looking After Our Pets - Set of 4
JJ 056 Each puzzle size: 200 X 200mm  €14.95

2

Help Inside The Home Set Of 4
JJ 053 A set of 4 Jigsaws that show children helping inside the home with 
baking, sweeping up , tidying up and washing up. 4-6 piece puzzels 150mm 
x 150mm each.  €14.95

3 Help Outside The Home Set Of 4
JJ 054 A set of 4 Jigsaws that show children helping outside the home with 
cleaning windows, car wash, gardening and hanging washing. 4-6 piece 
puzzels 150mm x 150mm each.  €14.95

4

Emotions - Set 1
JJ420 Set of 4 puzzles. Size 305 x 204mm. 12 pieces each.  €29.95

5
Happy Scared Jealous Sorry

Emotions - Set 2
JJ421 Set of 4 puzzles. Size 305 x 204mm. 12 pieces each.  €29.95

6
Angry Proud Embarrassed Sad
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FINE MOTOR SKILLS

FANTASTIC FOR 
DEVELOPING 

FINGER STRENGTH

Get A Grip On Patterns
IL 1112 Perfect for patterning : This unique learning aid is designed to 
develop and strengthen the child’s visual perception skills, visual-motor co-
ordination, �ne motor control and the grip needed for drawing and writing. 

€32.95

1

Peg Domino
IL 1000 Every time you play it’s a new challenge. This game is a perfect 
way to improve the ability to arrange visual stimuli in a sequence, plan and 
anticipate moves, identify and match colours, and develop �ne motor skills.

€34.95

2

 Tricky Forest
IL 1118 This unique game where children must build up the trees while keeping them in balance, combines the �ne motor control 
and develops skills like colour recognition and logical thinking. It is also a rich workshop for teaching patterns and counting, both 
individually or in groups.  €59.95

3
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FINE MOTOR SKILLS

 Gator Grabber Tweezers™
LER 2963 Sized for little hands and great for developing the pincer grasp! 
Working on �ne motor skills is fun when children get to use an Alligator to 
grip objects.  Includes:  12 tweezers – 6 colours (red, yellow, purple, orange, 
blue and green) Plastic storage container  €14.95

1

Jumbo Tweezers, Set of 12
LER 1963 These colourful tweezers are just the right size for little hands. 
Each features ergonomic depressions to guide a proper pincer–grasp grip. 
A perfect skill–building resource for teachers, specialists and occupational 
therapists.  Includes: 12 Tweezers in 6 colours (red, blue, green, yellow, 
orange and purple). Plastic storage container.  €13.95

2

Helping Hands Fine Motor Tool Set
LER 5558 Set includes one of each of the following early learning tools: 
Gator Grabber Tweezers, Handy Scoopers, Twisty Droppers, Squeezy Twee-
zers  €9.95

4

Squeezy Tweezers
LER 5963 Tweezers measure 12cm . Set includes six tweezers in six di�erent 
colours Tweezers come in a re-sealable storage bucket Features multilingual 
packaging  €13.95

5
Rainbow Tongs

61092 Brightly coloured scoops with clear tops and scissor handles for 
safely capturing, holding and inspecting objects. Pack of 6.. 180 x 50 x 
35mm  €14.95

6

Tri-Grip Tongs (Set Of 6)
LER 2964 These colourful tongs are the right size for young children to 
practise the pencil grip in preparation for learning to write. Tongs measure 
12cm H x 4cm  €9.95

3
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FINE MOTOR SKILLS

NEW

NEW

String-Along Lacing Set
EI 3645  Pick a string thread, then “pinch and punch” a colourful design 
using the included pattern cards and punch pen, or their own imaginations!

€21.50

1 Giant Weaving Kit
801  Large mats in �exible plastic permit many variations of colour 
sequences and the acquisition of great coordination skills in both hands  

€18.75

2

 Avalanche Fruit Stand
LER 5070 Steady… don’t spill the fruit! Spin 
the wheel, then use the jumbo tweezers to 
pick or place fruit. Develops �ne motor skills, 
especially the all-important pincer grasp that 
prepares children for handwriting.  Includes: 
Game board, 40 fruit counters, 2 tweezers, 
Spinner, Activity guide  €22.95

3

Geometric Buttons
E209 81 Buttons and laces in storage jar   €22.95

4

Lacing Beads
F190 300 beads with laces.

€22.95

5

Pin-a-Shape
BJ158 Use the included hammer to tap the shapes onto the 
corkboard with the shiny pins  €12.95

6

Farm Pin-a-Shape
BJ178 Tap the shapes onto the corkboard 
with the shiny pins  €12.95

7 Giant Beads & Laces
EV137 Ideal for small hands. 48 pieces 
in tub.  €22.95

8 Small Beads & Laces
F188A 650 small pieces.  €22.95
E25 160 large pieces.  €22.95

9
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FINE MOTOR SKILLS

Animal Threading Shapes
Heavy-Duty plastic animal shapes with laces. Ideal for young hands.  
Set of 9   €16.50

1
Threading Letters

BZ840 110 letters and 8 laces.   €11.95

2

Tie Me Up!  
Giant Shoe
A giant shoe with laces 
& 4 stickers for names or 
written reward messages 
and velcros for wall �xing

€13.65

3

Threading Numbers 500g
190 threading numbers and 8 laces  €11.95

4

Lace The Shapes
For using as stencils and for preparing dot-to-dot activities. Contents: 12 
shapes with 10 to 24 dots each one & 10 laces   €24.95

5 All The Letters For Threading
Specially designed as a manipulative, pre-writing activity for guiding 
children towards a correct letter formation. 26 cards of letters & 10 laces in 
assorted colours   €39.95

6

Numbers For Threading
10 numbers + 10 laces   €21.95

7 Clothes For Threading
Contents: dress, trousers, shoe, skirt, glove, sock, jumper, shorts, cap and 
t-shirt + laces  €21.95

8
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GROSS MOTOR SKILLS & FLOOR PLAY

Farm Play Mat
FMFA-1 Vibrant, beautifully-designed and detailed Water Resistant Farm 
Play Mat. Animals can be identi�ed and numerous areas across the mat 
allow many children to use the mat at the same time which is sure to make 
this �oor play activity a big hit. Perfect for all year use, indoors or outdoors 
in virtually any location €34.95

1 Construction Play Mat
FMCON-1 Exceptionally eye-catching and designed to stimulate play in tod-
dlers and children of all ages with stunningly sharp, anti-smudge colourfast 
printing in vibrant colours. These All Weather PVC coated, scratch resistant 
Play mats, are totally versatile and ideal to use on a variety of surfaces 

€34.95

2

Tra�c Sign Set - Pack of 6
72229 Excellent for road safety, tra�c awareness or for role play. Easy to assemble and pack away. Can be used indoors and outside. Size: 700mm.  €75.95

5

Giant Hoop Maze
EDHMZ/1 Children will have great fun creating their own maze pattern, 
with this large hoop maze.  This innovative game will keep children occu-
pied for ages using the connectors to create di�erent maze con�gurations. 
Maze contains 20 hoops (size 80 cm) with connectors.   €185.00

3 Constructa Den
EA-602 A versatile and fun set for building a variety of hideaways such as 
dens, bird hides, houses, shelters, boats and garages. Includes 76 pieces 
in bright colours - 18 large connectors, 18 beams, 24 connectors and 16 
�exi connectors. €250.00

4
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Giant Ludo Game
EDLU/1 Large water and UV resistant Ludo play mat 180 x 160 
cm. Set contains 16 large coloured counters and large Dice Dome. 
Suitable for indoor and outdoor use.  For 2-4 players.  €39.95

1

Giant Snakes & Ladders Game
EDSL/1 The Giant Snakes and Ladders Game with Dice Dome Game 
provides hours of fun for both children and adults. Travel the board 
from base to top moving either up the ladders or down the snakes. Set 
contains four large coloured counters and large dice dome -  never lose 
a dice again! This fantastic game is UV resistant, water resistant and 
suitable for both indoor and outdoor use. For 2-4 players. 180 x 160 
cm.   €39.95

2

Large 100 Square
ED100/1 Count from 1-100 with this large durable 100 square, which 
measures 130 x 93 dm. Suitable for indoor and outdoor use. Includes 2 
in�atable dice and in�ater.  €29.95

3

Target Maths
54501 Three large target boards showing numbers 10 to 100, 0 to 10 and 0 to 
20. 9 balls included, which stick to the boards using a hook and loop mechanism. 
Designed to encourage children to play games using addition, subtraction and 
division whilst also helping to develop better hand eye coordination skills.  
Set of 3 targets, including balls.  €20.95
Target Maths Additional Ball Set (9)  €6.95

4 Wooden 4 In A Row
74774 A large wooden version of the traditional 4 in a row game with a 
sturdy frame and smooth �nished wooden black and red counters. Ideal for 
outdoor play. Use in the conventional way – racing your partner to make a 
row of four with your counters, for practising simple counting skills or for 
pattern making – a great way to strengthen motor skills and logic, and to 
improve concentration.  €49.95

5
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18M
+

Balancing Path - Pack 28
75080 This balancing path consists of 28 de-
tachable pieces in 6 colours which can be slotted 
together to form a variety of walking paths. Made 
of high density plastic with non slip surface. Con-
tains 12 mixed colour straight blocks, 12 mixed 
colour curved blocks and 4 blue connector blocks..  

€169.95

1

Basketball Stand
75530 Free standing tubular steel basketball 
hoop with a nylon rope net. Designed at a 
comfortable height for children - or adults with 
restricted movement . 860mm (h), hoop diameter 
400mm  €89.95

2

Rolling Ring
EDROLL/1 This nylon padded rolling ring is an exciting resource which 
children can climb inside and move the ring forwards or backwards. Great 
for coordination skills and balance.  Size: 88 cm diameter  €125.00

3

Go Wheelie
72444 A great way of developing physical control and encouraging children to 
follow directions as well as develop coordination and muscle control.   €29.95

6 Trace & Balance
76081 A wobble board with 4 wooden balls. By standing on the board and 
placing their feet in the foot prints, children should use their balance and 
core muscles to roll the ball through the trail paths.  €39.95

7

Mini Trampoline
75542 Ultra strong mini tram-
poline with support bar. 
Dia. 930mm €79.95

4

Joey Jump Bean 
Bag Game
54115 A pivoted sturdy plastic 
platform for launching bean 
bags into the air ready to catch. 
Great for hand-eye coordination 
and gross motor skills. The 
set includes two bean bags 
and the platform features two 
launch spots on one end, with a 
footprint on the other indicating 
where to stamp.  €27.95

5
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0 M
+

Streamers
72230 Children will develop gross motor skills to invent their own creative 
movements with these streamers. 6 assorted colours - red, blue, yellow, 
purple, orange & green.  €27.95

1 Dancing Ribbons
74596 6 strong woven nylon hand straps, each with 6 strands of 1 metre 
long colourful ribbon. Ideal for music and movement, coordination and 
physical play €19.75

2

Odd Balls Set - (Pack 4)
75043 A set of four in�atable balls in distinctive and unusual shapes and 
with di�erent surface textures and colours. Great fun for throwing, catch-
ing, rolling and bouncing as the irregular shapes make them bounce and 
roll in unpredictable directions, challenging expectations and hand-eye 
coordination. Set contains shapes and approx. sizes as follows: blue opaque 
rugby (L:250mm), green semi-translucent pyramid (L:180mm), purple 
opaque multi-sided (dia.220mm), clear spiky surface (dia.150mm).  €29.95

4

Bean Bags Pack of 4
53359 Set of 4 colourful heavy duty bean 
bags. 6 inch squared.  €9.95

5

Number & Dot Bean Bags
72235 These easy to use colourful bean bags (numbers 
1-10) help children to recognize and order numbers and to 
count. Pack of 10  €19.50

6

Alphabet Bean Bags
53963 Colourful bean bags o�er many options 
for learning and play. Great for developing 
gross motor skills. 5 colours and 26 pieces in a 
set €49.95

8

Hand & Feet 
Marks
Six ix colours with new 
textured surfaces. Made 
from non-slip soft plastic.
53364 (Hands) €17.25
53372 (Feet) €17.25

3

Bean Bag Target Mat
26944 A fun, double sided game for children to 
develop �uency in addition an co-ordination. 
6 coloured bean bags included.
Size. 110 x 110cm €44.95

7

GROSS MOTOR SKILLS & FLOOR PLAY
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EARLY YEARS COLOURS

Colour Posting Game
EA 75 Sort the photos by their colour with these self-check-
ing cards. Develops colour recognition, sorting and �ne 
motor skills. 6 brightly coloured post boxes (red, yellow, 
blue, green, orange and purple). 60 double sided posting 
cards with real life photos. The reverse of each card is printed 
with the correct colour in solid ink. Cards measure 5cm x 
3.5cm. Post boxes measure 14cm x 6cm x 6cm.   €57.95

1

Colour Name Bean Bags
53965 Bean bags with written colour names. 8 colours and 8 pieces 
in a set. Supports the following areas of learning: Understanding the 
World - colour Physical Development - motor skills Physical Develop-
ment - hand-eye coordination.  €16.95

2

Lacing Colour Sequence Beads
EA 45 Brightly coloured set of 96 beads, 12 strings and 18 double-sid-
ed work cards.16 each of red, yellow, blue, green, orange and purple 
beads. Beads measure 2.5cm square and laces are 30cm long. Add 
missing bead(s) to complete the sequence on the work cards. 3 levels 
of colour-coded work cards: – Green (Level 1) contain 2 bead colours 
and 1 bead space to �ll. – Yellow (Level 2) contain 3 bead colours and 
1 bead space to �ll. – Red (Level 3) contain 2-3 bead colours and 2 
bead spaces to �ll. Ideal for teaching patterns and sequencing skills. 
Develops �ne motor skills.  €49.95

3

Fruit & Vegetable Colour Sorting Set
95988 5 stackable wooden crates �lled with 20 wooden fruit and vegetables 
all colour coded. Use to develop sorting, shape recognition and matching skills. 
Supports the following areas of learning: Expressive Arts & Design - imaginative 
play, Personal Development - collaborative play, Maths - counting & sorting, 
Communication & Language - talking & listening  €69.95

4
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EARLY YEARS SHAPES

24M
+

Shape Posting Game
EA 76 Sort the photos by their shape with these self-check-
ing cards. Develops shape identi�cation, sorting and �ne 
motor skills. 4 post boxes, each with a shape on the front 
(square, triangle, circle and rectangle). 40 double sided 
posting cards with real life photos. The reverse of each card 
features a drawing of the correct shape Cards measure 5cm x 
3.5cm. Post boxes measure 14cm x 6cm x 6cm.   €39.95

1

Shape Labyrinth Board
95136 Wonderful rubberwood maze puzzle with colour and shape matched pieces 
which will fascinate and promote better hand-eye coordination, �nger grip and 
�ne motor skills.   €29.95

2

Lacing Shape Beads
EA 34 Brightly coloured, plastic threading beads and strings. Beads 
measure 2.5cm square. Laces measure approximately 52cm. Printed 
on one side only to enable the teacher to hide a shape for the child to 
identify. Beads are printed with regular and irregular shapes including 
a square, rectangle, triangle, circle, star or diamond. Develops �ne 
motor skills and shape recognition. Contains 72 beads.  €32.95

3
Shape Bean Bags

72237 Shape bean bags reinforce an understanding of shape through symbols, 
words and the shapes of the bean bags themselves. 4 square shapes, 4 colours. 
Supports the following areas of learning: Maths - shape & space Physical Develop-
ment - motor skills Physical Development - hand-eye coordination. Understanding 
the world of colour.  €24.95

4
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SORT, COUNT & SEQUENCE

Geo Pegboard Activity Set
54043 Ideal for developing �ne motor skills, patterning & sequencing, cre-
ative design, addition & subtraction and logical reasoning skills. Contains: 
4 EVA foam boards that can be joined together, 144 pegs in 6 colours, 12 
laces, 12 double-sided activity cards supplied in a sturdy plastic container. 

€89.95

1

Small Pegs Activity Set
39472 Children create fun patterns and di�erent designs with plastic pegs and 
boards you can use again and again! Simply push the colourful pegs into the 
transparent board matching the colourful pattern or activity of their choice. 
Small Pegs Activity Set will give kids inspiration for patterning, sequencing, 
symmetry, sorting, and early math activities. Or they may create their own pat-
terns and let their creativity take over! Set includes 600 pegs in 6 bright colours, 
4 clear pegboards and 15 double-sided cards (30 activities).  €34.95

2

Jumbo pegs & White Board
39490 5 bright colours. 100 pegs + 1 white baseboard in a set.  Baseboard 
measures 20cm square.  €14.50

3

Pegboards & Pegs Set
147759 Set: The set includes 5 square Pegboards each with 100 holes, 1,000 
assorted coloured mushroom pegs and a lea�et containing creative ideas. Ideal 
for pattern symmetry, sorting and sequencing work. Size of each board: 16cm x 
16cm   per set €28.95

4

Stackable Peg Board And Pegs
EV27 Peg board with stackable pegs (5 peg boards with 1000 stackable 
pegs)  €24.95

5
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Twin Socks - Colours
SK029 Using their hands to slot and pair the socks, children become more 
dexterous and improve their palmar grasp. Perfect to help children isolate 
and understand colour   €15.95

3 Twin Socs - Patterns
SK030 Identical pairing of objects based on matching patterns enhances 
visual discrimination skills.   €15.95

4

Rainbow Roof
SK001 Children explore the magic of creating di�erent forms with this toy, 
from trains, to sofas, or buildings. Set includes 7 roof shaped wooden pieces 
and one solid white triangular prism base.  €19.95

1 T-shirt Tailor
SK013 A practical life activity that children enjoy doing at a young age. 
The toy includes a wooden t-shirt on which the buttons can be sewn on. 
Excellent for developing �ne motor skills and dexterity.  €9.95

2

Jigsaw Tower
SK004 Self-correcting 3D jigsaw construction puzzle. Jigsaws are an ideal way 
to enhance problem solving and logic skills among children. 3D jigsaws requires 
even more analysis and reasoning in order to be completed.   €19.95

5 Locking Blocks
SK009 Building with jigsaw blocks of di�erent shapes gives children an 
insight on various aspects of geometry. Children love to explore and create 
new patterns with these jigsaw blocks.   €19.95

6

SHAPE & PATTERNS
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SHAPE & PATTERNS

CAMEL SEQUENCING CARDS

BULK PACK

Connecting Camels
54300 These 96 Connecting Camels meet Numeracy Curriculum Require-
ments. Explorers number, algebra, shape & space, measurement & data. 
Promotes counting, number recognition, estimation and maths recall. Cyclic 
patterns, perimeter and measuring can be explored by connecting camels 
together. 3 sizes in 6 colours.  €24.50

1

 Sequencing Cards
54312 20 laminated cards 1-5 levels  €12.50

2

2cm Linking Cubes
F187 Linking Cubes help  in developing children’s skills in counting, classifying, addition, subtraction, place 
value, measuring and patterning. Geometry and geometric reasoning skills may also be developed. 10 
colours. The creative possibilities are endless with these cubes. Designed to be virtually unbreakable. 500 
per pack  €37.95

5

Counting Cubes
CCSC8/500 assorted counting cubes   €34.95

6

Counting Cubes
EED3 100 assorted counting cubes   €8.95

3 Counting Cubes Sequence 
Cards
CCSC8 An attractive way to learn colour sequenc-
ing with counting cubes. 14 cards per set, 7 colour 
cards and 7 white cards.   €3.95

4
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SHAPE & PATTERNS

Plastic Bear Set
LER 0725 This set of plastic bears comes in three sizes, three weights and 
four colours and are perfect to assist in learning size recognition, counting 
and sorting. Bears are also proportionally weighted and can be used on 
a balance for measurement. This 80-piece Basic Set contains 20 Papa, 20 
Mama and 40 Baby Bear counters in four colours.  €24.95

1
Proportional Bears

E182 192 pieces in a storage tub.  €33.95
BP33 15 coloured cards  €18.25

2

All About Me Family Counters
LER 3372 Family counters. Set of 72  €24.95

3

All About My Family Activity Card
LER 3377 Use these colourful activity cards with our All About Me Family Counters to reinforce 
maths themes and social development. Attractive activity cards represent people and pets in all 
families. Activities can be used to teach a variety of early maths skills: Patterns and sequencing, 
Sorting and grouping, Early arithmetic – addition, subtraction and multiplication, Size recognition, 
Positional awareness, Set includes 21 double-sided activity cards. Double-sided cards measure 
11cm x 29cm  €14.95

4

Connecting People
Colourful, sturdy miniature plastic children and adults can link hands to form a chain.   
LSP 7549    Connecting People    €19.95      
LSP3158UKM  Connecting People Activity Cards   €10.95 

6
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Attribute Shape Links
E184 500 pieces   €15.25

1 Linking People
BZ824 120 pieces. Size 5.3cm x 7.5cm  €10.95

2 Rubber Animal Blocks
H352 Rubber animals are ideal for connecting and 
colour sorting.  €22.95

3

Fun Fish Counters (Set of 60)
LER 0407 12 species.   €22.95

5

Farm Animals
E183 192 pieces in storage jar, 794g   €22.95

7

Fruit Counters
LER 0177 108 soft rubber counters   €25.95

6

Dinosaur Counters
E185 128 pieces in storage jar, 838g   €22.95

9Wild Animal Counters
E184 120 pieces in storage jar, 936g   €22.95

8

Jungle Animal Counters
LER 0697 Assorted 12 species (4cm-7.5cm).  €27.95

10 Pet Counters
LER 0780  72-piece set.  Includes dog, cat, �sh, 
rabbit, bird and guinea pig counters.  €22.95

11

Ocean Animals (Set of 50)
LER 0799 10 di�erent ocean animals.   €27.50

4

Measuring Worms
LER 0176  72-piece colorful worms that make 
counting, sorting and measuring fun.  €22.50

12
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SHAPE & PATTERNS

2D Shapes
EV216R 10 pieces. Colour Red.  €2.95

1 2D Shapes
EV216B 10 pieces. Colour Blue.  €2.95

2 2D Shapes
EV216Y 10 pieces. Colour Yellow.  €2.95

3

Mini Maths Objects
EV139 Assorted 3D objects. Set of 40. This set of objects is ideal for group 
work. 10 objects x 4 of each  €13.50

4
Large 3 Dimensional Plastic Geometry Objects

K471 17 large, bright, 3D plastic geometry objects   €39.95

5

Folding Geometric Objects
LER 0921 Set of 8 folding geometric objects. Includes cone, cube, cylinder, 
rectangular/triangular/hexagonal prisms, square pyramids  €35.95

6 Primary Shapes Template Set
LER 5440 Relational shapes help students make mental connections as 
they compare shapes. Provides relational examples in varying sizes and 
orientations. Trace around the entire template for the largest version!  €7.95

7
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NEW

Attribute Block Sets
5 shapes, 3 colours, 2 sizes, 2 thicknesses, 60 pieces packaged in a plastic 
container with sorter lid. The bottom of the tray can be used as a template.
Desk Attribute  €14.95
Class Attribute   €29.95

1  Grouping Circles
These �exible folding plastic circles can be used in a wide range of grouping 
and set activities with Attribute Blocks. 
Small Pack of 15  €9.95
Large Pack of 6  €13.50

2

Attribute Block Activity Cards
Set of activity cards used to assist in developing higher order thinking and 
math skills - sorting, classifying, reasoning, problem solving and logic. 20 x 
A4 double sided attribute block cards.  €14.75

3
Venn Diagram Boards

Plastic dry erase board. 9” x 12”. Two-sided. 
 Pack of 30  €30.00
 Each  €1.50

4

Suction Spinners & Whiteboards
18001 10 wipe-clean whiteboards (200mm square) and 10 suction spin-
ners with 10cm pointers. Make your own spinner dice or invent your own 
games! Ideal for classroom work on probability.  €14.95

5
Tangrams - Class Pack

K2 30 sets of 7 pieces, each in storage tubs  €26.95
ECT 14 double sided cards  €9.95

6
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EARLY NUMERACY

Dominoes In A Tub
EV128 72 clearly marked dominoes in storage tub   €8.50

1

Jumbo Dominoes
LER 6380 Lightweight soft foam allows for quiet individual or group activi-
ties and game play. HSCL Approved  €21.95

2

Jumbo Playing Cards
52856 Use for building number con�dence, understanding patterns & 
sequencing, improving memory  €4.95

4

Standard Playing cards
52859 Ideal for traditional card games .  €1.50

3

Number Cards & Signs
NC30 Set of 36 heavy duty number cards is ideal for number sequencing, 
the number line or individual use. Size. 6 x 8cm  €1.95

6

Counting Cube Snap Cards
EED5 100 counting cube playing cards showing cubes in various sequences 
from 1-10. 100 cards per pack, 10 of each cube colour.  €7.95

9

Stacking 
Counters (Pack of 500)
72247 Beautifully polished 
plastic counters in 10 di�erent 
colours that can be used for sort-
ing, ordering, counting, pattern 
making or stacked into towers.

€18.95

5

Transparent Counters 
(Set of 250)
LER 0131 2cm counters come in six 
colours.  €6.50

7

Counters - 25mm
EV62 25mm smooth counters 500 pieces  €14.95

8
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 Number Line 1 - 30
LNLS Set of 15 full-color, write-on/wipe-o�, double-sided number lines. 
Printed with 0-10 on one side and 0-30 on the reverse. Each measures 4” x 
13”  €9.95

1

It’s Fun To Count
LIFC This inexpensive resource has laminated write-on wipe-o� surface 
that allows them to be used time and time again. Size. 37 x 33cm  €3.95

2

Magnetic Numbers
EDMAGN 286 Magnetic Numbers & Symbols supplied in a plastic tub.  €29.95

3 SiliShapes® Trace Numbers
54509 Transparent silicone numbers which are strong, soft and pliable and 
can be used in everyday play - in the sand pit, on the �oor, on a light panel 
and in water.  €11.25

4

Teacher Number Fan
39060 Displaying 0-9, Size 20cm x 7cm  

€4.95 each

5

Pupil Number 
Fan

39040 Displaying 0-9, Size 
12cm x 3.5cm. Pack of 10

€23.95

6

Threading Numbers 500g
BZ842 190 threading numbers and 8 laces  €11.95

7

Number Sequence Lacing Beads
EA-4 Add the missing bead(s) to the number sequence cards to complete 
the sequence, threading the beads onto the laces. Contains 12 double-sided 
workcards across 3 levels: Green (level 1 – missing 1 number), Yellow (Level 
2 – missing 2 numbers), Red (Level 3 – missing 3 numbers).  €45.95

8
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EARLY NUMERACY
These sets help children to visualise and understand the concept of frac-
tions, by demonstrating that fractions are parts that make up a whole.

Wall And Desk 100 Square
E11 100 Square Wall Chart  each  €6.95
E12 100 Square Table Boards  pack 25  €9.90

1

Wall Table Charts Set Of 12
E14A Addition Wall Charts set 12   €9.95
E14B Subtraction Wall Charts set 12   €9.95
E14C Multiplication Wall Charts set 12  €9.95
E14D Division Wall Charts set 12   €9.95

2

Multiplication Chart
E111 Multiplication chart. Size 17 “x22”   €6.95

3

Pocket Chart - Hundred
24010 One hundred clear pockets make this chart perfect for teaching 
numbers, odds, evens and operations. Di�erent colours on reverse to highlight 
number patterns.  €27.50

4

Study Buddy Hundred Chart
CD168070 Pack of 24 100 desksize square charts 
Size. 3 x 3.5  €2.95

5 Study Buddy Multiplication
CD168069 Pack of 24 desksize multiplication 
charts. Size. 3 x 3.5”  €2.95

6

Dry Erase Boards
90638 Double sided, printed white boards are 
�exible and are perfect for all 100 square work. 
Each  €1.50
Set of 30  €30.00

7

Counting 0-30 BB
110122 A large �sh tank header 
(approx 16.25” x 5.25”) when 
assembled, 31 �sh tanks with 
numbers 0-30, number words, 
tally marks, and �sh, a blank 
header and a rescource guide.   
 €18.75

8
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EARLY NUMERACY

Tens-Frames Towers
JL155 Roll the dice and stack as many Ten Frame number tile combinations 
as you can. The highest stacked tower wins. Contains 65 counting frame 
tiles, 2 foam dice.  €49.95

1

Rainbow Numbers
JL195 A set of 145 magnetic foam mathematics pieces with unique in-built 
magnetic board. Rainbow Numbers combines double mathematical concept 
so children can keep track of counting, see number relationships and 
understand place value. Contains 60 counting dots, 11 frames, 40 numbers, 
6 equations, 21 base tens, 2 printed frames, 2 dividers, 3 place values.

€34.95

2

Ten Frames
26200 Helps children in visualising numbers to develop 
number sense and to become pro�cient in addition 
and subtraction. 4 pcs in a set with 40 red/blue 25mm 
counters. Frame measures 6.5 x 16cm.  €10.30

3

Magnetic Counters
C513 High quality double-sided magnetic 
red/blue counters. Large size, ideal for front 
of class demonstration. Pack of 10 5cm 
diameter   €7.95

5

Ten Frame Dice
LER 86887 Set of 4 Soft Foam Ten Frame Dice 

€21.95

6 Ten Frames Cut Outs
120498 Ten Frames and counters 

€8.95

7 Ten Frame Activity Set
26201A C16 activity cards   €9.95

8

Two-Colour Counters
LER 3556 Set of 120 counters,  yellow on 
one side and red on the other. Plastic coun-
ters are 2cm diameter.  €8.95

4
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BASE 10 & PLACE VALUE

Cuisenaire Rods - Pack of 308
76087 Full set of wooden maths rods in a range of di�erent colours and lengths. 
Promoting mathematical quantity, value and number relationships, motor skills and 
creative awareness. Includes handy wooden storage box.  €39.95

1 Cuisenaire Workbooks
This set of workbooks covers the earliest stages of written work in the 
Cusineaire-Gattegno method of teaching maths. Book 1: Numbers up 
to 5, Book 2: Numbers to 15, Book 3: Numbers to 20, Book 4: Numbers 
to 100, Book 5: Exercises, Book 6: More exercises.   €13.95

2

Fraction Bars
E200 16 sets of 1-10 bars and spares. Excellent for teaching equivalence, 
percentage, fraction, decimal. Can be used as weights (i.e. BAR2 = 2g) 
 €29.95

3 Fraction Bars Activity Cards
858 6 plastic cards brightly printed on both sides with activities and sequencing 
games, adding and subtracting with maths rods, cuisenaire, fraction bars.  

€23.50

4

Giant Magnetic Base Ten Set
LER 6366 Model essential base ten and place value concepts on your 
whiteboard so the whole class can see.  Set includes 131 magnetic pieces. 
100 units, 20 rods, 10 �ats, 1 cube  €28.95

6Pocket Chart - Place Value
24101 Place value pocket chart is made of durable vinyl, measuring 24 x 
18” and features transparent pockets, 2 large storage pouches, colour coded 
ones, tens, hundreds and thousands laminated cards (44 in total), and 40 
colour coded plastic tiles.  €29.50

5
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Base 10 Group Set

EU29 Base 10 equipment brings life to the relationships between units, 
tens, hundreds and thousands. Each piece is marked in centimetre squares 
to highlight how each unit relates to the whole. Set contains 100 yellow 
cube units, 50 green rods (tens), 30 blue �ats (hundreds) and 4 red blocks 
(thousands). Pack size: 30cm x 20cm x 15cm   €49.95

1

Base 10 Accessories
E5 10 x Ten green rods  €7.95
E6 100 x yellow units  €5.75

2  Base 10 Number Structure Set
EU17 A smaller version of the Group Set contains 100 yellow cubes, 10 
green rods, 10 blue �ats and 1 red block. Pack size 30cm x 11.5cm x 11cm

€25.95

3

Base 10 Vinyl Mat
10922 This durable vinyl mat is ideal for a variety of counting and place 
value activities. (Base 10 pieces not included)   €4.95

4  Stackable Base 10 Set
A2110 1 x 100 Base Plate with numbers. 10 green rods (Tens) stackable

€6.95

5

 Tens And More Tens
T556 Game introduces the basics of grouping in tens. Set consists of four 
durable plastic playing boards, dice and instructions. Decimetric blocks not 
included   €24.95

6 Beat The Penguin (Place Value) Bingo
LBPEN Beat the Penguin is played in a similar manner to traditional bingo. 
Race to complete the board before the penguin. Contents. 4 wipe clean 
boards (25 x 33cm), 81 laminated cards in a storage box.   €21.95

7
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BASE 10 & PLACE VALUE

Place Value Fan - HTU
PV17 Superb hundreds, tens & units place value fan. Convenient & neat 
alternative to ‘traditional’ loose card sets, - no more lost cards! Enables num-
bers up to 999 to be created. Laminated for durability. Fan size: 21 x 4.5cm 

€7.75

1 Place Value Flip Stands
Colour-coded Place Value �ip cards. Emphasises the e�ect of changing one 
digit on the value of the number represented. Laminated for durability. 
PV18 HTO  €9.95
PV19 THTO  €11.95

2

 Teacher’s Place Value Arrows
PV01 Arrow cards feature a bold, clear, child-friendly font and enable chil-
dren to construct or partition any number from 1 to 999. The bright colours 
help children to distinguish between hundreds, tens and ones. 27 piece set. 
Laminated for durability. H.T.U. Teacher’s (10cm high)   €15.45 
PV02 ‘Thousands- Add On’ sets are available separately   €4.95

3 Child’s Place Value Arrows
PV03 Arrow cards feature a bold, clear, child-friendly font and enable chil-
dren to construct or partition any number from 1 to 999. The bright colours 
help children to distinguish between hundreds, tens and ones. 27 piece sets. 
Laminated for durability. H.T.U.: Child’s (3.7cm high). Pack of 10 Sets. 

€28.00 
PV04 ‘Thousands- Add On’ sets are available separately. Pack of 10  €13.50

4

Pocket Chart - Place Value
24101 Place value pocket chart is made of durable vinyl, measuring 24 x 
18” and features transparent pockets, 2 large storage pouches, colour coded 
ones, tens, hundreds and thousands laminated cards (44 in total), and 40 
colour coded plastic tiles.  €24.95

5 Hide and See Write N Wipe Flipstand
Write-on, wipe-o� �ipstand for use in a variety of curriculum areas but 
especially useful in literacy for word building and sentence construction. 
FS02  (5 Flip)  €11.25
FS01  (10 Flip)  €12.25

6
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EURO MONEY

Beat The Owl (Euro Bingo)
LBO Beat The Owl (€ EURO currency) is played in a similar manner to tradi-
tional bingo. Beat The Owl will provide a delightful way for children to both 
learn and become con�dent when interacting with money.   €21.95

1 Euro Spin
TC1111 The object of the game is to spin the spinner, work out the value of 
the items and cover the game card with the appropriate picture matching 
that value. 2-4 players.   €23.95

2

Giant Classroom Money Kit
LSP 0106-EUR Pretend coins and notes are ideal for building Euro money 
recognition. This bumper classroom kit includes: 700 pretend Euro plastic 
coins 500 realistic looking play Euro notes 64-page Activity Book Money tray 
with lid.   €79.95

3

Notes Set Euro Money Pack
LSP 1800-EUR Develop money recognition and equivalencies with this set 
of realistic looking set of pretend Euro notes. Pretend Euro notes are ideal 
for introducing Euros to young learners Realistic looking notes are ideal for 
developing Euro note recognition  €14.50

4

Euro Play Coins
EED1 Real Looking Plastic Euro Play Coins. Slightly Enlarged for Safety. Pack 
of 120 coins.  €9.95

5

Magnetic Money
NS12 Magnetic play money, notes and coins.  €12.75

6

 Pop To The Shops
ORC 030 Encourages number and counting skills. Includes pretend money. 
Suitable for ages 5-9.  €12.50

7 Euro Cash Register
LSP 2629-EUR Cash drawer makes a “cha-ching” sound when used. Cash 
register features a working, solar-powered calculator to extend the learning 

€47.95

8
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DICE

Giant Write/Wipe Dice - Single
50476 Single cube with dry wipe surfaces which are suitable for use with 
magnetic resources. Colour may vary, red or green.  €23.75

1  Large Write/Wipe Dice - Pack of 6
50474 Set of 6 blue cubes with dry wipe surfaces which are suitable for use 
with magnetic resources.  €39.95

2

Giant Foam Dice (Set of 2)
D185 Soft foam dice in giant 12cm x 12cm size. 
Quiet, soft and easy to handle. One number 
dice, one dotted dice.  €19.95

3
Dice Blank With Pockets

M683A Large Yellow Foam Dice. 6 individual pockets to insert your own 
activity instructions, numbers or words. great for story and play time.  €7.50

4

Dot Dice
K4A 3 Colours (red, black and white), Set of 30  
 €7.95

5 Number Dice
K19A 1 to 6 (White only) set of 30  €7.95

6 Foam Dice
K54 2 Foam dot dice. 5cm x 5cm  €4.35
K53 2 Foam number dice. 5cm x 5cm  €4.35

7
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10 Sided Dice
Pack of 10 sided number dice. Ten dice per set.
NS43 (0-9)  €4.95
NS44 (1-10)  €4.95

1
 Blank Dice - Pack of 10

T571 White Blank Dice. Pack of 10.Use a Permenant Marker to creat your 
own Numbers,Letters,Words or Activities.  €6.95

2

Roll A Sum
JL146 Helps children develop mentally calculation and counting. Roll 
the dice and look at the upper face, then group the dice together that are 
related. 10 dice and 1 carry sack.  €19.95

4

Polyhedron Number Dice (Pack of 10)
NS91 Two of each 4, 8, 10, 12 and 20 sided polyhedron dice in coloured 
plastic with numbers.  €7.50

5
Ten Frame Dice (Pack of 4)

LER 86887 Soft Foam Ten Frame Dice  €21.95

6

Assorted Foam Dice
RGS2026 Pack of 6 foam multipack. Dots, numbers, shape and colour. Low 
noise. The dice is one of the oldest of all games: there are records of dice 
being used over 5,000 years ago!  €3.95

3
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AREA & WEIGHT

5-in-1 Outdoor Measure-Mate
LSP 0339 This versatile tool is the perfect way to introduce the concept of 
measurement to young learners in an outdoor setting. 7-piece set includes:. 
2 x Calliper Jaws. Trundle wheel assembly featuring bird ‘footprint’ tread. 
Handle/base. Measuring stick showing centimetres and inches. Sheet of 
colourful stickers. Mesh storage bag  €39.95

1

Height Chart
1901 Height Chart as gaeilge. 
Clear graduated measuring up 
to 190cm   €4.95

2

Trundle Wheel With Counter
ET0806 Designed for durability with a rubber tyre 
to maintain accuracy. The pointer on the wheel helps 
children to measure intermediate distances. Ideal 
for calculating distances, shapes, areas and angles. 
Included in this set is a counter that will record every 
meter wheeled.  €24.95

3
Clinometre

050659  A compact clinometre with no external parts and a 
combined ‘sighting’ angle-reading eyepiece. A viewing window on 
the side allows a second person to check the reading. All angles in 
degrees followed by a plus or minus to indicate the upward or down-
ward slope. Complete with product guide. Size. 14cm.  €27.95

4

Metre Stick
NS35 Measuring stick, 
clearly marked with 1, 5 and 
10cm graduations   €13.25

5

 Wind-Up Tape: 10 M / 33’
LER 0365 Fiberglass measuring tape is marked in cm 
and mm on one side and inches on reverse. Rolls into 
sturdy case.  €14.95

6

Tape Measure
25210 1 metre tape measure (10 
pieces)   €7.95

7
Measuring Worms, Set of 72

LER 0176  Students get a grasp on early math skills 
with these squishy, colorful worms that make counting, 
sorting and measuring fun.   €22.50

8
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AREA & WEIGHT

Liquid Measurement Set
53967 Liquid Volume Measurement Set, including 5 Nesting Measuring 
Bottles, 3 Measuring Jugs, 5 Measuring Cups, and 6 Measuring Spoons.  

€39.95

1

Economy Beakers With Pouring Lip
Graduated metric beakers with pouring lip Set of 5 (100, 200, 300, 500, & 
1000 ml)   €9.95

3 Measuring Jugs with Pouring Lip
25070 Set of 3 nesting plastic measuring jugs in both metric and ounces, 
250ml, 500ml and 1000ml.  €9.95

4

Capacity Measure Set (4 pieces)
034359 A set of 4 measures holds 125, 250, 500 and 1000cm cubed respec-
tively. Fill containers to the specially designed cut-out �ll line and excess 
liquid will spill out ensuring the correct capacity is measured. Strong lifting 
tabs enable the counters to be carried anywhere without spillage. Made 
from tough, resilient material to withstand heavy materials such as sand.
Pack Size. 13.5 x 12.5cm  €13.75

7

Measuring Bottle Set
53875 5 graduated plastic bottles with lids. Ranging from 200ml to 
3000ml. Bottles nest for easy storage.  €22.95

2

Measuring Cups
25076 Measuring cups made of 
a colourful high impact plactic. 
Ideal for children exploring meas-
urement.  €3.95

5

Measuring Spoons
25074 A colourful set of measuring 
spoons that make a great addition 
to any sand and water kit.  €2.50

6
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AREA & WEIGHT

Litre Cube
25050 Use this clear plastic litre box to teach volume concepts Size. 10 x 10 
x 10cm.   €4.95

1
Archemedes Measure

125100 This displacement jug is a great tool for exploring Archimedes 
principal and investigating volume and density. Set includes a displacement 
jug, 3 plastic rods, one clear tube and a pipette. Jug measures 11cm (w) x 16 
cm (l) x 20 cm (h)  €13.50

2

Litre Rocker Scales
25205 Durable plastic scales designed for learning weight and hands-on 
measurement. Clear removable graduated buckets are easy for small hands 
to pour and measure.  €20.95

3

Simple Scales
25193 Large one litre pan scales is made from durable plastic and features 
1000ml graduated pans for easy weighing of solids and liquids.  €14.95

4 Metric Weight Set
LER 4292 This set includes twenty 1g, twenty 5g, ten 10g and four 20g 
weights   €12.50

5

Math Balance
This number balance is an excellent hands on demonstration tool to show 
children the relationships and number operations. 20 x weights included. 
Size. 65 x 22cm
25892 Maths Balance & Weights  €17.95
25897AC Maths Balance Activity Cards (10 double sided cards)  €5.95

6

Precision School Balance with Weights
LER 2420 Sleek quality balance made of high-impact plastic features built-
in weight case with Snap-Tight™ lid, 10 brass weights, 2” deep removable 
pans and zero adjustment knob.   €49.95

7
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AREA & WEIGHT

Geo Stix
L447 A set of 8 di�erent length �exible sticks that snap together at multiple points allowing students to investigate planar geometry. The set includes 80 �exi-
ble sticks and two 4” protractors, an ideal hands-on manipulative for students to explore geometric concepts. Sizes range from 2.5cm to 15cm.  €9.95

1

Multi-coloured Pin Boards
G984 A pack of brightly-coloured double sided 
11 x 11 and isometric Pin Boards. Can be used for 
demonstrating geometric concepts, introducing 
the names of shapes, working out areas, symmetry 
work and fractions. 23cm x 23cm pack of 6  €23.95

2
Pin Board Activity Cards

20301 Advanced set of geoboard activity cards. 
Designed to challenge students in learning about 
symmetry, re�ection and regular and irregular 
shapes. 20 x two-sided activity cards. 15cm x15cm.

€9.95

3

Framework  Platonic Set
3044 (50 Pieces) 6 squares, 32 equilateral 
triangles and 12 pentagons   €19.95

4

Vertex Balls And Rod
330 piece set   €24.95

6Pentominoes
E18 60 Colourful Plastic Pentominoe Pieces in a clear Storage Jar.  €22.95

5
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FRACTIONS & EQUIVALENCE

Converto
LFDP Learn to convert from fraction to decimal to percentage. This card 
game helps children learn to link fractions, decimals, percentages and asso-
ciate them with a pictorial reference. 48 cards 120mm x 90mm with teacher 
notes included in strong plastic storage box.   €18.95

1

Flash Cards Fractions
734010 Instructional and full colour 
illustrations, creative games designed 
to enhance learning. 
54 cards per box.   €5.50

2

Jolly Rogers Pirate Pieces Fractions Game
LER LSP 5066 Make learning fractions fun with this pirate-themed fraction board game! Jolly 
Roger needs players to follow the directions on the spinner and collect di�erent fractions to 
�ll their corner of the treasure board. Be the �rst to complete your treasures to win! Game cov-
ers wholes, halves, thirds and quarters. Game box includes game board, spinner, 16 treasure 
pieces and multlilingual instructions. Suitable for 2 - 4 players.   €20.95

3

Teacher’s Fraction Wall
FC 01 A colourful and clear visual comparison of fractions. Matt laminated 
for durability. 70 x 50 cm  €9.95

4 Equivalency Pocket Chart
24243 Build your own fraction wall using the pocket chart.  Learn about 
equivalent fractions.  Make links between fractions, decimals and percent-
ages by swapping the color coded cards over.    €29.95

5
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FRACTIONS & EQUIVALENCE

Beat the Hippo (Fractions)
LBH Beat the Hippo (Fractions) is played in a similar way to bingo.  Pick a 
card. If it matches it can be placed in the correct position. If a piece of hippo 
is turned over it must be put on the hippo’s board. If that �lls up �rst, the 
hippo wins.   €21.95

1

Geometry Dominoes
T504 This set of dominoes aims to aid the recognition of two-and-three-di-
mensional shapes and to extend a mathematical vocabulary by introducing 
terms in general use. These 24 dominoes which are printed in colour on 
thick durable plastic, are particularly easy to handle.  €17.50

5

Angle Study Dominoes
T675 Practice in recognising and calculating angles is provided by this set of 
24 plastic dominoes, along with instructions in a convenient box.   €19.50

6

Rainbow Fraction® Bingo
LSP 0620 Double-sided bingo game provides two levels of play: Fraction 
recognition. Fraction equivalencies. Game box includes: Spinner, four game 
cards and 36 disks  €8.95

2

Fraction Pie Puzzles
EI-8445 This kinaesthetic way to reinforce basic fraction concepts teaches 
students how fractional parts make up a whole and about equivalencies, 
common denominators and multiples. Includes game board, 50 levelled 
puzzle cards, 65 foam fraction pieces and Activity Guide.  €33.95

3 Rainbow Fraction® Dominoes
LSP 2503 This easy-to-play game is perfect for reinforcing what children 
have been learning during lessons. Double-sided domino game provides 
two levels of play: Fractions. Percentage equivalents. Game box includes 
36 dominoes. Dominoes feature written fractions, pictorial fractions and 
percentage equivalents.  €9.75

4
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FRACTIONS & EQUIVALENCE

Fraction Circles Printed
19035 A set of 51 proportionally sized pieces representing a whole, halves, 
thirds, quarters, �fths, sixths, eighths, tenths and twelfths in nine distinc-
tive colours printed on each piece.  Comes in solid plastic container. Size. 
8.7cm diameter.  €11.95

1
Fraction Squares Printed

19135 A set of 51 proportionally sized pieces representing a whole, halves, 
thirds, quarters, �fths, sixths, eighths, tenths and twelfths in nine distinc-
tive colours printed on each piece.  Comes in solid plastic container. Size. 
10cm/sq  €11.95

2

Pocket Chart - Equivalence
24243 A heavy duty pocket chart complete with 3 sets of colour coded 
cards that work with our fraction tiles, percentage tiles and decimal tiles. 
Chart Size. 50 x 70cm  €29.95

3 Double-Sided Magnetic Fraction Circles
LER1616 Demonstrate fractions, percentages and equivalencies on your 
whiteboard. Helps students understand relationships between concepts 
of fractions and percentages — labelled with fractions on one side and 
percentages on reverse - Includes 9 circles, each measuring 7.5”, includes 
whole, 1/4, 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 1/5, 1/6, 1/8, 1/10 and 1/12  €39.95

4

Fraction Tower® Cubes: Equivalency Set
LER LSP2509 Durable, interlocking cubes feature fractions, decimals and 
percents clearly marked on each side, providing students with a visual 
representation of equivalencies.  Children learn by building simple, graphic 
mathematical models that clearly demonstrate the relationship between 
the parts of a whole.  €17.95

5
Apple Fractions

LER 0904 Provides a familiar, real-world tool for introducing parts of a whole 
(early fractions)Illustrates equivalencies, addition and subtraction with fractions. 
Depicts 1 whole, 1/2, 1/3 and 1/4  Includes activity card.  €34.95

6
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FUN MATHS GAMES

Shopping List
ORC 003 A fun matching and memory game. Suitable for ages 3-7.  €9.50

1 Pop To The Shops
ORC 030 Encourages number and counting skills. Includes pretend money. 
Suitable for ages 5-9.  €12.50

2

Shopping List Extras - Fruit & Veg
ORC 090 Adds to Orchard Toys Bestselling Shopping List game. Learn about 
di�erent fruits and vegetables.  €6.25

3
Shopping List Extras - Clothes

ORC 091 Learn about clothes for di�erent seasons.  €6.25

4

Game of Ladybirds
ORC 009 Children will learn to count as they match the spots.   €9.50

5 Spotty Dogs
ORC 001 Counting game helps teach how to count using cute spotty dogs.

€9.50

6

Match & Count
0219 Make learning to count from 1 to 20 fun by matching the simple 
picture cards with the numbers.  Each puzzle 8 x 15cm  €9.50

7
Magic Maths

092 Incorporates a broad range of sums including addition, subtraction and 
multiplication to o�er a challenging game.   €9.50

8
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FUN MATHS GAMESFUN MATHS GAMES

Beat the Octopus Bingo (Shapes)
LBOCT Colour and shape recognition game played in a similar manner to 
traditional bingo. Players will be so intent on completing their boards that 
they will barely notice they are practicing the recognition of both colours 
and shapes.  €21.95

1
Six Number Pattern Games

JL402 Set of educational games to introduce children to number patterns 
1-10. Board games are printed double sided to help save the environment.

€32.95

2

Red Dog / Blue Dog
ORC 044 A fun colour-match lottery game.  €12.50

3 Bus Stop
ORC 032 A fun addition and subtraction game.   €12.50

4

Insey Winsey Spider
ORC 031 A fun counting and shapes game  €12.50

5

Dotty Dinosaurs
ORC 062 Help the dinosaurs to �nd their missing spots!   €12.50

6

Counting Caterpillars
ORC 075 A fun colour matching game that encourages number recognition 
and sequencing  €12.50

7
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FUN MATHS GAMES

Tell the Time Game
ORC 015 Teach analogue and digital times. Suitable for ages 5-9.  €9.50

1 Numbers Bingo Game
T6068 Focus on numbers from 0 through 20. Match numeral to numeral or 
number words. 3 to 36 players. Includes 36 di�erent playing cards, 6 ½” x 9” 
each, 264 playing chips, answer guide, calling cards, caller’s mat, and sturdy 
storage box.  €16.95

2

Pizza, Pizza Game
ORC 060 Make a perfect pizza but do beware, there could be a slug or bug 
under there!  €12.50

3

Sum Swamp™ Addition & Subtraction Game
LER 5052 Classic game play has a brand-new look! Math becomes an 
adventure with this award-winning addition and subtraction game that 
takes kids on a journey through Sum Swamp. They’ll make their way over 
the crocodile shortcut and through the swamp to the �nish by adding and 
subtracting the numbers on the dice  €20.95

4

Matching Numbers Is Fun Dominos
LND What better way to develop a sound understanding that a number 
may be represented in many di�erent ways. Contains 40 giant dominoes 
8cm x 19cm on a wipe clean place mat  €24.95

5

Mix and Match The Numbers
LMN Mix and Match numbers is the ideal game for linking the words, pic-
tures and symbols for the �rst 20 numbers. Includes teachers’ activity notes 
in a strong plastic storage container.  €22.50

6

Number Tracks
JL251 Number Tracks cover counting 1-10. 
Children design their own game by connecting the 
track pieces and play by lifting the answer �ap to 
see if they are correct. Contains 13 interchange-
able cardboard rail track pieces, 3 accessories, 4 
playing pieces, die and instruction guide.    €23.95

8

6 Calculating 
Games

JL404 This value pack of 
games contains 2 board 
games, 2 number games, 
8 number puzzles, 18 
dominoes, spinner,  
die and counters.   
 €--.--

7
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FUN MATHS GAMES

Beat the Crocodile (Multiplication)
LBCROC Beat The Crocodile (Multiplication Bingo) is played in a similar 
manner to traditional Bingo.  €21.95

1

Multi Spin
260431 Spinner games designed to improve �uency in multiplication. 8 
multiplication table games with 120 transparent counters in a durable vinyl 
bag.  €17.95

3
Spindiv

260432 Spinner games designed to improve �uency in division. 8 division 
table games with 120 transparent counters in a durable vinyl bag  €17.95

4

Addition Track
JL254 Addition Tracks teaches simple addition with visual examples. 
Children design their own game by connecting the track pieces and play by 
lifting the answer �ap to see if they are correct  €23.95

5 Subtraction Track
JL255 Subtraction Tracks teaches simple subtraction with visual examples. 
Children design their own game by connecting the track pieces and play by 
lifting the answer �ap to see if they are correct.   €23.95

6

Magic Triangles (Multiplication & Division)
LMM Multiplication: Multiply the two bottom numbers. The answer (prod-
uct) is at the top. 1 x 2 = 2 2 x 1 = 2. Division: Start with the number at the 
top. Divide it by a number at the bottom. Cover the selected number. The 
answer will be the remaining bottom number.  €22.50

2
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FUN MATHS GAMES

0-100 Flashcards
LFC0100 51double-sided number cards,  9 
double-sided maths symbol cards,  3 double-sided 
blank cards, 2 double-sided activity guide cards

€5.50

1

Beat The Dragon
LBD Players will be so intent on completing their boards before the picture 
of the dragon is put together, that they will barely notice they are practising 
the addition and subtraction facts for numbers 1 - 10!   €21.95

7

Addition & Subtraction
CD140039 2 Great games in 1. 36 double-sided game cards, 720 tokens, 
100 calling cards, double sided answer mat and a game guide.   €22.75

8

6 Mathematics Games
This set of educational games and activities is designed for teaching math-
ematics, including numbers 0-20, 0-100 and place value 0-1000. Children 
will love learning addition and subtraction as they solve number equations 
to win the game. Board games are printed double sided to help save the 
environment.    €32.95

9

Alphabet & Numbers
LFCALPHA Learning can be fun Alphabet & 
Numbers 1-10 �ash cards introduce children to the 
alphabet and early number recognition. 62 �ash 
cards plus activity guide. 87mm x 123mm.  €5.50

2 Addition 0-12
LFCADD Learn and memorise the addition facts 
from 0-12. Self-checking format, with answers on 
the back  allows children to work independently. 
63 cards 87mm x 123mm.   €5.50

3

Subtraction 0-15
LFCSUB Ideal for taching early maths  skills and 
subtraction facts from 0-15. Self-checking format, 
with answers on the back  allows children to work 
independently. 63 cards 87mm x 123mm.   €5.50

4 Numbers 0-30
LFC030 Say the number, read the word, count the 
pictures. . 63 cards 87mm x 123mm.   €5.50

5 Multiplication 0-12
LFCMULT Multiplication facts from 0-12. 63 cards 
87mm x 123mm.   €5.50

6
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TIME

Classroom Wall Clock
ERCC-EN EasyRead Time Teacher Children’s Classroom Wall Clock with 
simple 3-step teaching system.   From age 5-12, for school and home.  35cm 
Diameter.  Single AA battery required (not included).  Silent, no ticking. 

€39.95

1 Playground Wall Clock
ERPG-EN EasyRead Time Teacher Children’s Playground Wall Clock with 
simple 3-step teaching system.   Age 5-12.  Robust weatherproof construc-
tion, for school playgrounds.  36 cm Diameter.  Single AA battery required 
(not included).  €59.95

2

EasyRead TwinTime Teacher Edition
ERTC A ‘hands on’ resource for teaching children the time elements of the 
primary curriculum.  Large double sided write on wipe o� PVC clock card 
with hands on both sides.  One side shows ‘minutes past and to the hour’ 
and the other side shows ’12 and 24 hour time’.  Can be used to demonstrate 
setting the time on the clock face and writing the time underneath.  €19.95

3 TwinTime Student Edition (pack of 10)
ERSC A ‘hands on’ learning resource for children learning to tell the time.  
Double sided write on wipe o� PVC clock card with hands on both sides.  
One side shows ‘minutes past and to the hour’ and the other side shows ’12 
and 24 hour time’.  Can be used to practice setting the time on the clock face 
and writing the time underneath.  €39.95

4

Tell Time Flip Charts - Teacher
53887 Teach analogue and digital time e�ectively with these freestanding 
�ip charts showing the 12 hour clock face and numbers for the 24 hour or 
12 hour digital time. The clock face has movable colour coded hands, easy 
for children to coordinate the hands on the clock face and the time on the 
�ip chart.  €14.95

5 Tell Time Flip Charts - Student Pk10
53885 Teach analogue and digital time e�ectively with these freestanding 
�ip charts showing the 12 hour clock face and numbers for the 24 hour or 
12 hour digital time. The clock face has movable colour coded hands, easy 
for children to coordinate the hands with the time on the �ip chart. 

€66.95

6
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TIME

Logic Geared Clock
Large geared clock is 28cm in diameter and demonstrates the movement of 
the hands as the minute hand moves around the clock.  €7.95

1 Demonstration Clocks (Laminated)
Large Teacher’s Cardboard Clock with wooden moveable hands each   €4.95
Student 12 hour Clock with wooden moveable hands (Pack of 10)   €10.95
Student 24 hour Clock with wooden moveable hands (Pack of  10)   €10.95

2

Classroom Clock Kit
LER 2102 Ideal for whole class time-telling activities. Kit includes Big Time 
12-Hour Demonstration Clock, 24 10cm Geared Mini-Clocks and Teaching 
Guide   €69.95

3 Digital Clock Stamp
This stamp allows teachers and students to make their own clock activities 
to reinforce telling-time concepts. Games, worksheets, �ashcards, and 
learning station activities can be made with these stamps   €7.50

4

Write-On Wipe-O� Clocks
Pack of 5 write-on, wipe-o� clocks, 12.5 cm x 16cm   €8.95

5
 3 Clock Stamp Set

Use this set of three rubber stamps to make time task cards or have students 
create their own clock faces. Set includes three circular faces about 2” in 
diameter each. One shows �ve-minute divisions; the second shows 60 
minute divisions and the third one shows �ve-minute divisions with the 
hour numerals.    €17.95

6
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TIME

Tell the Time Game
ORC 015 Teach analogue and digital times. Suitable for ages 5-9.  €9.50

1 Beat the Turtle (Time) 
Played in a similar manner to traditional bingo. Children select a card and if 
it matches a time on his/her board, it may be placed in the correct position.

€21.95

2

Magnetic Time Activity Set
LER 2984 Durable, plastic clock hands are geared to move in accurate in-
crements. Simply remove any magnetic foam number, or write in a number 
word or Roman numeral to assess learning   €29.95

3 Digital Time Teacher
LER 2995 Geared clock allows you to move the hands and simultaneously 
demonstrate the analogue time and corresponding digital time. Features an 
am/pm window. 39cm high  €42.95

4

Jumbo Timer
92077 A handy, magnetic classroom timer with a 
large LCD. Simple to use with a large display. Count 
up/down to 99H59S. LED light. 1 x AAA battery 
included.  €10.95

5

Dual Power Timers
92076 Handy sized timers that can time up or down to/from 99mins and 
50seconds. A bleeping is sounded to say the time has been reached. Having 
dual power functionality they are always charged and ready to go.   

€6.95  each

6
Digital Stopwatch

92043 Has 12 and 24 hour clock, date and alarm. Includes stop/start, lap 
& split time, mode and reset buttons.Black Adjustable Nylon Neck Cord. 
Speci�cation Size of display: 30 x 15mm. LR1154 battery included.  €7.75

7
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SAND & DIGITAL TIMERS
Sit on Clear View Sand 

Timers
Enormous stylish sand timer which acts as a 
centrepiece timing device. Just like a standard 
egg timer it is simply rotated to set the sand 
�owing. At around 300mm high it is ideal and 
strong enough for little children to use for 
timing events or tasks.  Colour coded with the 
time in minutes moulded into the clear end 
caps for easy use and recognition. Green 1 min, 
Yellow 3 min, Blue 5 min. Children can even sit 
on the Giant ClearView Sand Timers. Size: 325 x 
270mm.     €99.95

1

Time Tracker
LER 6900 Timer’s light and sound cues help to keep your whole class on track. 
Features 180° viewing and a large, easy to read LCD display. Allows quick pro-
gramming of 3 colored lights (red, yellow and green) that alert children to time 
remaining.  €39.95

2

Sand Timers
Set of three durable sand-timers of 1,2 and 3 minutes for measuring time or 
timing any answer   €3.95

3

 Large Sand Timer
1 Minute (Green), 3 Minute (Yellow), 5 Minute (Blue), 10 Minute (Orange), 15 
Minute (Purple), 30 Minute (Black). Size: 160 x 70mm €13.95

4  Mega Sand Timer
1 minute (Green) 3 minute (Yellow) 5 minute (Blue). Size 300mm x 
150mm.   €37.50

5
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SENTENCE & WORD BUILDING

Washable

SiliShapes® Trace Alphabet
54505 Transparent pink silicone letters which are strong, soft and pliable 
and can be used in everyday play - in the sand pit, on the �oor, on a light 
panel and in water.  €19.95

1

Alphabet Desk Strips Cursive
LADSF Classroom packs of 30 removable desk strips, showing both upper 
and lower case formats of Victorian modern cursive script, varnished for 
extra protection. Size. 42 x 10cm  €13.95

2 Alphabet Desk Strips Script
LADSM Classroom packs of 30 removable desk strips, showing both upper 
and lower case formats of foundation script, varnished for extra protection. 
Size. 42 x 10cm  €13.95

3

Tactile Letter Set
ID99067 Tactile letter kit includes both sets of lowercase and uppercase 
sandpaper textured letter cards.  €27.95

4 Rainbow Phonic Mag Letters
JL194 Set of 84 magnetic letters with unique in-built magnetic board.

€34.95

5

Magnetic Letters
EDMAGLC 286 Lower case magnetic letters supplied in a plastic tub  €29.95
EDMAGUC 286 Upper case magnetic letters supplied in a plastic tub €29.95

6

Threading Letters 500g
BZ840 110 threading numbers and 8 laces  €11.95

7
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SENTENCE & WORD BUILDING

3 SECTIONS 4 SECTIONS 5 SECTIONS 6 SECTIONS

CVC Tub
JL176 Teach phonemic awareness, word building and spelling. Tub contains 
90 x Tri-Blocks® Ages 5-8.   €44.95

1 CVC Builders Activity Cards
JL178 Teach phonemic awareness, synthetic phonics, spelling. Cards are 
self-checking with answers on back.   €27.95

2

Letters & Sounds Interlocking Cubes (96)
LER LSP7150 Interlocking cubes for blending letters and experimenting 
with sounds. Includes four sets of each letter/letter pair. Cubes measure 2cm

€19.95

3
Write & Wipe Flip Stands

Write-on, wipe-o� �ipstand for use in a variety of curriculum areas but 
especially useful in literacy for word building and sentence construction. 
For maximum versatility both the easel and the �ip covers have a dry wipe 
surface.          
FS01 (10 �ip)  €12.25
FS02 (5 �ip)  €11.25

4

Word Building Kit (Group of 6)
LSWB/06  These kits can be used as a supplementary resource to support 
many other synthetic phonics schemes. The Group kit contains enough 
equipment for groups of 6 children.  €69.95

5

Sentence Building Kit (Group of 6)
LSSB/06 Kit can be used as a supplementary resource to support many 
other synthetic phonics & early reading schemes. The Group kit contains 
enough equipment for groups of 6 children.  €79.95

6

Phoneme Frames
Three sections: Write-on, wipe-o� 
phoneme frames for use with dry 
wipe pens.   €0.75

7 Phoneme Frames
Four sections: Write-on, wipe-o� 
phoneme frames for use with dry 
wipe pens.   €0.90

8 Phoneme Frames
Five sections: Write-on, wipe-o� 
phoneme frames for use with dry 
wipe pens.   €1.15

9 Phoneme Frames
Six sections: Write-on, wipe-o� 
phoneme frames for use with dry 
wipe pens.   €1.35

10
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HANDWRITING HELPERS

B2 
LINED

Ultra Pencil Grips
Large, soft and comfortable pencil grip is ideal for 
left or right handers. Pack of 12.  €8.95

1 Stubbi Grips (Pack 10)
Specially formed to hold the �ngers in the correct 
position for writing   €9.00

2 Triangular Pencil Grips
A simple aid to better pencil control and hand-
writing. Pack of 10  €2.25

3

Pencil grip single cup
Pencil grip single cup. Fun way to teach young 
children how to hold their pencil correctly. Pk 5

€7.95

4

Pencil grips 3 �nger cups
Pencil grips 3 �nger cups. Fun way to teach young 
children how to hold their pencil correctly. Pack 
of 5  €15.95

5

Blank Dry Erase Boards
Easy clean dry blank erase boards.  €1.50

7 Lined Dry Erase Boards
Easy clean guide for handwriting.  €1.50

8

 Sentence Board (Wooden)
A4 desk top white board lined red and blue. Wipe 
o� surface so pupils can use it over and over    
 €4.95 each
Pack of 10   €45.00

6

White/Chalk/Magnetic 
Boards
Magnetic white board A4  €6.50 each
Chalk board A4  €2.95 each

9

Trace And Learn Board
EDTLB/1 Magnetic writing and drawing board with attached magnetic pen 
for freehand drawing.  Includes 4 stencils for tracing  letters A-Z, numbers and 
shapes with built in storage.  Simply  press button to erase images and  start 
again.   €16.95

10
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Writing Prompt Cubes
LER 7232 Foam cubes feature di�erent writing prompts on every side (36 
prompts total). Activity Guide included. Cubes measure 4cm.   €14.95

1
Story Starter Cubes

LER 7020 Includes two character cubes, two setting cubes and two 
situation cube.     €14.95

2

Roll A Story
JL144 Help children develop story telling and oral language with Roll A 
Story dice.   €19.95

3

Story Starter Picture Cubes
LER 7021 Roll these soft foam cubes to get creative story writing started!

€14.95

4

Blank Dice with Pockets
M683A The learning cube has 6 clear pockets. 
Each pocket can display a learning card (4.55 x 
4.5”) with multifunctional tasks.  €7.50

5

Story Building  
Sequence Cards

858003 6 clear pockets and 3 storage pockets. 36 
cards. 18.5” x 19.5 €26.95

6

Work Cards - Super Specials
6” x 4” – White pack 50  €1.25
6” x 4” – Coloured pack 50   €1.60
12” X 4” – White pack 50   €1.75
12” X 4” – Coloured pack 50   €2.25

7 Fluorescent Cards
Paper Pick A4 �uorescent card 10 sheets  €2.50
Paper Pick A4 �uorescent paper 15 sheets  €2.50
Fluorescent Board 10 Sheet Assorted  €4.95
12x4 �uorescent, 50’s  €3.50
6x4 �uorescent, 50’s  €2.50

8
Fluorescent Stars

Fluorescent coloured star shapes, perfect for 
name displays and craft use. Assorted colours.
A4 Pack of 5  €1.95
6” pack of 12   €1.95

9
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LANGUAGE & SOCIAL SKILLS

Beat The Frog (Rhyming)
LBF Beat The Frog is based on 104 words from the following families: ap, at, 
ell, en, ing, ip, ock, og, op, ug. Who can complete their board �rst?   €21.95

1 Beat The Elephant (Reading Consonants)
LBE Beat The Elephant is played in a similar manner to traditional Bingo. 
 €21.95

2

Beat The Tiger (Double Sounds)
LBT Beat The Tiger is played in a similar manner to traditional Bingo. 

€21.95

3 Easy Words to Sound Bingo
LEWB Easy Words To Sound Bingo is ideal for children who are learning that
single sounds can be blended together to form simple three or four
letter phonetic words.   €21.95

4

Rhyming Words Snap
LRS Read, say and listen. If the cards are from 
the same rhyming family  SNAP! Listening and 
rhyming skills can be improved as the children 
play Snap, Memory or Fish. Also ideal for a quiet 
matching activity.   €21.95

5 Blending Consonants Snap
LSRS Blending Consonants Snap has two sets, 
each of 80 laminated cards for group or individual 
activity. Watch the fun as your children �nd the 
eight cards for each of these 20 common sound 
families, or busy themselves playing Snap, Fish or 
Concentration.   €21.95

6 Consonant Snap
LCS Play Snap, Fish or Concentration or use as a 
matching activity.   €21.95

7
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These educational games and activities are designed to introduce children to letter sounds 
and how they can make words.

Letter Sound Games
JL400 This set of educational games and activities is designed for introduc-
ing children to letter sounds and how they can make up words. Children 
will love playing with letter sounds and building words to win the game. 
The design of these games follows a systematic synthetic phonics approach 
where this set makes up the �rst progression of letter sounds. Board games 
printed double sided to help save the environment. After this children will 
be ready for 6 Phonic Games (JL401)   €32.95

1 Phonic Games
JL401 This set of educational games and activities is designed for teaching 
Phonics and how di�erent letter patterns make up words. Children will 
love playing with letter sounds and building words to win the game. Board 
games printed double sided to help save the environment. The design of 
these games follows a systematic synthetic phonics approach where this set 
makes up the second progression of letter sounds, following on from the 6 
letter Sound Games.  €32.95

2

6 Speaking Games
JL407 This set of educational games and activities is designed to teach 
speaking & listening skills. The value pack contains 4 board games, 12 
scenario cards, 16 picture puzzles, counters, die and spinner. Teaching topics 
include questioning, thinking, general language skills. Each game has 
self-correcting elements and the set includes a game guide. Children will 
love practicing their speaking skills to win the game.  €32.95

3
Alphabet Match Jigsaw Puzzle

222 Learn the letters of the alphabet by matching the simple pictures to the 
letters. Illustrations feature a wide variety of cheerful characters, from astro-
nauts to mermaids. There’s no tricking this clever puzzle, as only the correct 
cards will �t together! This allows your child to self correct their jigsaws. 
Each puzzle 13 x 6.5cm.  €32.95

4
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LANGUAGE & SOCIAL SKILLS

Alphabet Lotto Game
ORC 083 A colourful alphabet lotto game with four ways to play! Learn the 
alphabet using pictures, letters and words   €12.50

6

6 Social Skills Games
JL413 Learn a range of essential skills that can be used in every day life 
with this fun set of 6 Social Skills Games.    €32.95

1 6 Spelling Games
JL408 Contains 2 board games, 2 matching games, 10 word puzzles, 10 
syllable puzzles, counters, die and spinner.   €32.95

2

Match and Spell Game
ORC 004 A fun �rst reading and spelling activity. Encourage letter recogni-
tion and word building. Two ways to play!   €9.50

3
Match and Spell Next Steps Game

ORC 218 Develop reading and spelling skills using sounds and blends. 
Follows on from our bestselling Match and Spell game. Develops advanced 
reading and spelling skills. Double-sided boards to extend learning   €--.--

4

Pass the Word Game
ORC 034 A fun, fast-paced way to learn spelling. The game will help early 
learners develop their spelling skills as well as their memory as they race 
against the timer to put together as many words as they can, passing each 
letter on to the next player.   €12.50

5
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Season Wise
CCSW/1 The seasons change 4 times a year, From Spring to Winter, they appear. The seasons change, from sun to snow, But there’s so much more to know! Time 
to check if you’re season wise! . This fast-paced, fun game is great for kids to learn about di�erent seasons.  €16.95

1

 Calendar Clock
BJ526 Big colourful calendar clock includes day, month & weather peg 
boards, plus moveable dials for days of the week & seasons.  €10.95

2

Pocket Chart Monthly Calendar
5605 43 clear pockets, 72 cards including days of the week, date and 
months of the year. Size. 25 x 28.5”  €29.95

3

Daily 
Schedule 
Pocket Chart
LER2504 Includes 14 rows 
with three pockets each, 48 
write & wipe cards (115), 
blank clock faces, 20 digital 
time cards and 13 activity 
name cards         €24.95

4

 Magnetic Learning Calendar
LER0504 Tracking the days becomes a class a�air! Helps you include kids in 
making plans and scheduling activities.  €19.95

5
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Where Do I Live Game
069  A unique animals of the world lotto. Learn about animals and their 
habitats. Boards feature fun educational facts  €12.50

1
What Do I Do Jigsaw Puzzle

213 A collection of 3-piece jigsaw puzzles featuring characters from di�er-
ent occupations.. Six puzzles in one box! Thick, chunky pieces  €9.50

2

Community 
Helpers

T8143 Introduce who’s who 
and what they do. Die-cut 
photos focus on careers, tools, 
and more. Includes 15 help-
ers, 15 tools, and 15 labels. 45 
pieces, up to 15½”. Includes a 
Discovery Guide with creative 
activities that teach and 
delight!   €15.75

3

Junior Puzzles - Lifecycle
JJ 013 Set of 4. Features Butter�y, Ducks, Frog and Tree puzzles. 9 pieces 
each. Size. 200mm x 200mm  €32.95

4

Tidy Up
CCTU 1 Contains1 house consisting of 2 walls, 24 tokens, 1 Floor base, 2 Wooden Mice, 1 Colour die, Instructions. Size: 38.1 x 24.8 x 4.5 cm.  €19.95

5
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Code & Go® Robot Mouse Activity 
Set
LER 2831 This kit has been speci�cally designed to engage 
and inspire primary children in science, technology, engineer-
ing and maths lessons to develop enthusiasm from a young 
age., All inclusive kit provides real S.T.E.M learning for young 
children. Provides a basic introduction to the concepts of cod-
ing: Step coding, Logic, Develop critical thinking skills, Ideal 
solo or small group activity, STEM programming activity set 
includes:, 16 plastic base pieces, 22 plastic maze walls, 3 tun-
nel pieces, 30 double sided coding cards, 20 Sequence cards 
to plot and track the mouse’s path to the cheese, Multilingual 
activity guide.  €65.95

1

Botley™ The Coding Robot Activity Set
LER 2935 Engage and inspire young learners in STEM with the next genera-
tion of coding robot, Botley! 100% screen-free, Botley is the ideal introduc-
tion to coding. This comprehensive kit provides you with countless ways to 
program and use this coding robot; no smartphone or tablets required! Bot-
ley engages children as young as 5 years in a basic form of coding utilising 
step coding and logic. Encouraging early programming skills will develop 
critical thinking and problem solving in young learners. Children can easily 
program Botley to perform a variety of actions:, Move forward (one step at a 
time), Turn left, Turn right, Reverse (one step at a time), Detect object, Avoid 
object, Make a sound, Loop as well as to repeat a step or sequence.  €99.95

2
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SCIENCE & ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS

City Engineering & Design Building Set
LER 2843 City-themed Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths 
Building Set! This city themed building kit has been speci�cally designed 
to engage and inspire primary children in science, technology, engineering 
and maths lessons from a young age. STEM activity set includes:, Over 80 
construction site pieces including: platforms, �ags, cones, posts and many 
more, Two Builders, Truck, Ten Challenge Cards, Stickers for customisation

€29.95

1

Mental Blox 360
ER 9284 Point-of-view challenges to reinforce critical 
thinking. Players build critical thinking skills as they com-
plete point-of-view challenges Game cards show di�erent 
visual perspectives that players use to create 3D puzzles, 
reinforcing spatial skills. Game play builds problem solv-
ing skills. Ideal for independent play Game includes: 40 
challenges on full colour game cards, 15 colourful shapes, 
Multilingual instructions  €29.95

2

Handheld Digital Microscope
LER 4429-B This all-in-one handheld digital microscope gives early 
scienti�c study a whole new perspective, and is easy for young children to 
use. Children can analyse items close up to see the �ner details. Up to 54x 
magni�cation allows users to analyse the structure of items found around 
the classroom. Use with an interactive whiteboard for whole class discovery. 
Can be used with a computer, laptop, projector or interactive whiteboard 
via USB. Features: 640 x 480 pixels, VGA CMOS sensor, 4 LED lights, 2 head 
adaptors  €65.95

3

Skeletal Geo Kit - Starter Set
54049 Construction set which will improve children’s �ne motor skills, as 
well as develop their creative and problem solving skills. Build 2 & 3 dimen-
sional structures. Introduces children to basic geometric shapes. Contains: 
80 sticks in 4 sizes and 4 colours, 40 connecting balls in 2 colours, 24 quarter 
circles, and 20 double-sided activity cards in a sturdy container.  €28.95

4
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Magnetic Wands
50282 Six plastic magnetic wands in bright colours ideal for primary educa-
tion. Can be used in conjunction with metallic chips and magnetic marbles.  
Size: 190mm  €11.95

1 Horseshow Magnet
50019 Powerful magnets (with North and South poles clearly marked) 
are housed at the ends of this impressive giant horseshoe magnet. Size: 
210mm.   €6.45

2

 Super Magnets (Pack of 2)
50209 Housed in tough colour-coded outer mouldings (red - North, blue 
- South) these Super Magnets allow children to safely experience �rst 
hand the force of neodymium - currently the World’s strongest permanent 
magnet! Size: 60mm  €23.50

3 Large Floating Ring Set
50273 Handy sized magnetic rings and base for demonstration and 
hands-on play with magnetism. In repulsion the rings �oat on a mysterious 
invisible force�eld. Ring size: 60mm. dia x 10mm.   €12.75

4

Magnetic Strip
Magnetic Tape, 3m roll. ‘accessories not included   €4.95

6

Push Pull Car Magnet Set
50183 Push pull car magnet set. €9.95

5
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Metal Chips
50409 Colourful transparent discs with metal 
rims ideal for use with magnets. Dia. 20mm. Pk 
100  €9.95

1 Magnetic Marbles Tub
50291 These plastic cased marbles look like 
colourful plastic balls, but each one contains a 
magnet so they stick together, hang together 
and pull towards and away from each other. Size: 
15mm dia. Pk100.   €25.95

2 Giant Magnetic Tube
50066 This giant magnetic tube has a double 
wall with iron �lings between the two layers 
to show a 3 dimensional view of the magnetic 
�eld around the magnet supplied. The magnet 
is removable and the �lings are safely encased. 
Size: 130 x 90mm.   €23.95

3

Iron Filings Bubble
50190 Rectangular plastic cased iron �lings to show the e�ect of magnetic 
force �eld when in the proximity of a magnet. Size: 97 x 70 x 10mm . €1.25

5

First Experiments Set
50215 The perfect set to develop magnetic investigation. Comes with a 
useful A4 background information booklet with 16 experiments.  Contains 
4 wands, 20 magnetic marbles, 2 plastic cased magnets, a super magnet, 
a set of �oating ring magnets, a small horseshoe magnet and a compass 
magnet.  €59.95

6 Deluxe Magnetism Kit
 Comprehensive selection of magnets and materials packed in a robust 
storage case. Includes alnico bars, alnico button magnets, round and square 
alcomax bars, ferrite blocks and rings, chrome steel horseshoe magnet, alni-
co horseshoe magnet, iron �lings bubble, pair of plastic cased bar magnets, 
coloured squares of magnetic rubber, chrome steel bars, a metal disc set and 
plotting compasses.  €69.95

7

magnetic Connections Electricity Kit
87210 All connections are made using transparent wires to show the 
copper core, bases are clear to show the path of electricity right to the 
component. Circuits are made using the superb ‘Maglead’ system where 
a tiny yet powerful magnet at either end of the lead makes the electrical 
connection when placed near to the connector.  €69.95

4
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SCIENCE & ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS

Magnifying Glass - 
Small

G928 Sold individually. Size. 134mm
€1.50 each

2

Children’s Safety Goggles (Pack of 6)
EDGOG6 Brightly coloured children’s safety goggles made 
from a soft plastic on the outside to ensure a comfy �t, but 
feature hard plastic for the lenses to ensure maximum safety. 
Pack of 6 (mixture of 3 colours)  €20.95

3
 Bugnoculars

BUG/1 Ideal for viewing insects, seeds, �owers, 
leaves or fossils with 3x twin magni�ers. Contains 
air holes and is supplied with 2 kinds of tweezers. 
The water tight bottom is ideal for viewing �sh, 
tadpoles and other water dwelling life forms. 
Made from durable plastic. Size: 15 x 8 x 9 cm

€9.95

1

Rainbow Bug Tongs
61092 Brightly coloured scoops with clear tops and scissor handles for 
safely capturing, holding and inspecting insects or plants. 180 x 50 x 35mm 

€14.95

4  Mirror Circles & Squares
Unbreakable mirrors. 8 squares or 8 circles. All have rounded edges for 
science experiements and art * craft activities.
D60A 12cm Square Mirror  €10.95
D59A12cm Circular Mirror  €10.95

5

 Plastic Tweezers
EV152 13cm plastic tweezers. Pack 
of 10  €7.50

6

Water Blaster Pipette Set (Pack 3)
72242 Designed for young children with a soft squeeze ball and extremely 
durable for long lasting fun. Size: 35mm x 225mm.   €2.95

8

 Classroom 
Thermometer
90093 Oversized thermome-
ter features a large, accurate 
30cm glass magnifying tube, 
kerosene �lled. Range is -30° 
to 50° Celsius and -20° to 
120° Fahrenheit. €9.95

7
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SENSORY

Feely Tubs
EA-30 Four brightly coloured tubs with a soft, elastic cover which hides the contents. Perfect for concealing items and identifying di�erent objects by touch. 
Teach colour, texture and shape recognition. Set of 4 brightly coloured Feely Tubs with soft and tactile washable covers. Tubs measure 12cm wide x 15cm tall and 
are stackable, so they are easy to store.  €28.95

1

Streamers
72230 Children will develop gross motor skills to invent their own creative 
movements with these streamers. 6 assorted colours - red, blue, yellow, 
purple, orange & green.  €27.95

2 Dancing Ribbons
74596 6 strong woven nylon hand straps, each with 6 strands of 1 metre 
long colourful ribbon. Ideal for music and movement, coordination and 
physical play.  €19.75

3

Organza Rainbow Pack
74100 Beautiful organza cloth with a sparkly crystal lustre in the seven 
colours of the rainbow to create a visual e�ect, provide textural and visual 
stimulation, enhance music and movement, soften the environment and for 
role play.  €29.50

4 Rainbow Habutae Fabric
74065 Pack includes seven 1-metre lengths of fabric in red, orange, yellow, 
green, blue, indigo and violet.  €37.50

5
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SENSORY
Matching Pairs - Feelings & Emotions

FF 2995 Improve memory skills while playing this game of 
recognition by matching pairs. Series of photos depicting a variety 
of common feelings and emotions. Blank on one side. Flip over the 
discs and �nd the matching pairs. 56 bright, sturdy cards measur-
ing 8cm in diameter. Use to stimulate conversation.   €22.95

1

The Emotions Chart
LEMP 91cm x 60cm.  €7.75

2
 Five Senses Poster

CD114057 43cm x 61cm. Laminated.  
€7.75

3 Feelings - Five Posters
KE810001 3 x 17” x 24” (large), 2 x 8.5” x 
12.5” (small)  €18.75

4

BB Emotions
3250 Included are 16 emotions cards and a header. Size. 7.5” x 16”   €18.75

5
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Emotions Posting Game
EA-73 Talk about the emotions provoked by the cards and 
post into the correct post box. A great game to talk about both 
positive and negative emotions. 60 posting cards show real 
life photos on one side and are blank on the reverse. 6 post 
boxes each show a di�erent emotion (Happy, Sad, Surprised, 
Worried, Angry and Upset). See which post box has the most 
cards once all the cards are posted. Cards measure 5cm x 
3.5cm. Post boxes measure 14cm x 6cm x 6cm.  €49.95

1

Soft Foam Emoji Cubes (Set of 4)
LER 7289 Dice-like soft foam cubes help kids relate words to 
feelings with depictions of common emotions. Friendly smiley 
face icons based on imagery from popular mobile messaging 
apps. Twelve di�erent faces cover the emotional spectrum, 
from happy and sad to angry and nervous. Question cubes 
contain interesting prompts that get kids talking about their 
feelings.   €14.95

3
Emotions Stampers (Pack of 10)

CE 6753 Set of 10.   Per set €19.95

2

Understanding Feelings Pack
72402 The Understanding Feelings set has been designed 
to help children to learn about a range of feelings and 
to enable them to communicate more e�ectively with 
others. Included are 13 acetate faces all with di�erent 
feeling expressions. These can be handled by the children 
- placed on a table, window or light panel. An A3 poster of 
these expressions includes a key to what they show. Also 
included are 3 blank white face-shaped boards for use 
with wipeo� markers, 3 blank acetate faces and 3 face-
shaped mirrors to observe self expression. The set comes 
complete with a teacher’s guide with suggested activities 
and questions to pose.  €32.95

4

Tra�c Light Fan
TL01 Enables children to communicate 
their level of understanding or con�-
dence directly and con�dentially to the 
teacher   €1.00

5
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SiliShapes® Sensory Circle Set
54517 This set comprises of 10 textured circular disks made from ultra-soft 
�exible silicone – 5 large and 5 small. On the surface of each circle is a pat-
tern which is distinctive and di�erent from the rest of the set. Children can 
feel these textures and discover their di�erences: by placing the small circles 
into the feely bag provided, they can see if they can describe or predict the 
pattern they are feeling; or by using their feet they can walk over the large 
sensory circles to see if they can tell them apart. Linking the small and the 
large sensory circles via touch is great fun too, with or without a blindfold. 

€49.95

1 Touch & Match Board
72101 Identify and match up the 12 tactile turned hardwood counters, 
each with a di�erent textured top surface. Can be used as a game or for 
sensory stimulus.  €16.95

2

 Teachable Touchables Texture Squares
LER 3049  Scratchy, slippery, silky or soft? Young learners build tactile 
awareness, vocabulary, matching and communication skills as they interact 
with these twenty texture squares (ten di�erent pairs). Each textured pillow 
or patch measures approximately 6cm  €24.50

3
Sensory Ball Pack

72446 A selection of 20 balls with di�erent textures, colours, density and 
bounce properties. Selected by our primary and pre-school specialists. The 
balls are supplied in a black feely bag.  €45.95

4

Mystery Sensory Balls - (Pack 6)
72203 A set of 6 re�ective mirror balls that look identical but all have 
individual characteristics. Some wobble when rolled, or turn and won’t roll 
in a straight line, some feel funny when twisted, spun or shaken, and others 
make di�erent shaker or rattle sounds €49.95

5

 Odd Balls Set - (Pack 4)
75043 A set of four in�atable balls in distinctive and unusual shapes and 
with di�erent surface textures and colours. Great fun for throwing, catching, 
rolling and bouncing as the irregular shapes make them bounce and roll in 
unpredictable directions, challenging expectations and hand-eye coordina-
tion. Set contains shapes and approx. sizes as follows: blue opaque rugby 
(L:250mm), green semi-translucent pyramid (L:180mm), purple opaque 
multi-sided (dia.220mm), clear spiky surface (dia.150mm).  €29.95

6
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SENSORY

Light Panel A3/A2
73046 (A3) / 73048 (A2) LED light panels with 3 light settings are an essential and versatile cross-curricular resource. Providing a cool, clean, bright illumi-
nated background they are ideal for the investigation of light, colour and shape, or for focused group work in a wide range of curriculum areas. Slimline design 
with rounded edges, our light panels are tough, portable and easy to wipe clean. Simple operation and lock function to prevent panel from being turned o� 
unintentionally. Typical life span for the low energy LEDs is approx 50,000 hours. Supplied with a low voltage mains power supply. Light panel guide included. 
 A3  €125.00        A2  €190.00

1

A3 Exploration Light Tray
73022 Giant sized art tray for use on a desk, on the �oor - inside or out. 
Made from clear polycarbonate giving it incredible strength and longevity 
in the classroom where its rigidity means that even when �lled with water 
it can be lifted and moved around without it �exing. In addition to its 
everyday uses with a variety of liquids and textures for general artwork the 
tray has been cleverly designed to �t over our A3 Light Panel (code 73046) 
to provide a space for the illumination of activities above.  €68.95

2 Wooden Light Table
73038 Attractive solid wood table with a bright LED light panel in the top, 
providing a versatile cross-curricular resource for any SEN or early years set-
ting. New touch switch technology includes a lock function to prevent the 
panel being switched o� unintentionally.    With adjustable legs, the table 
can easily be set at di�erent heights, enabling children of di�erent sizes to 
sit, stand or use as a desktop light panel:    Top only:  20mm  Top + short 
legs:  120mm   Top + long legs:  300mm   Top + short + long legs:  420mm. 
  €290.00

3
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SENSORY
Translucent Colour Resources
Our new range of brightly  
coloured translucent 
resources  are carefully 
selected to provide  a 
variety of interactive 
learning  experiences with 
or without light  panels and 
light sources. They are  a 
versatile and cross-curricular  
selection, enabling children 
to  develop learning skills in 
counting,  sorting, pattern-
making, geometry,  attributes, 
threading, language,  and 
creative construction.

18M
+

Stackable Translucent Buttons (Pack 144 + 12 Laces)
73071 Set of mixed shape translucent plastic buttons in 6 colours with 1, 3 or 5 holes in the centre. 
Ideal for using on a light panel for sorting and counting activities, or for developing �ne motor skills by 
stacking or threading with the laces included. Red, orange, yellow, greeen, blue and clear; Star, circle, 
hexagon and square. Comes in a convenient storage container.  €27.95

1

Translucent Stackable Counters (Pack 500)
73091 Translucent plastic counters in 6 colours that can be stacked into 
towers or used for counting, sorting, pattern-making and sequencing. 
Comes in a convenient storage container.  €27.95

2 Translucent Colour Blocks - (Pack 50)
73083 Mixed building blocks in translucent plastic, including circular and 
rectangular pillars, triangular prisms, cubes and bridges. Comes in a conven-
ient storage container.  €44.95

3

Splats - (Pack 10)
72397 Colourful transparent and opaque acrylic pieces in the shape of a 
‘dropped paint splat’ made in the primary and secondary colours (red, blue, 
yellow, green, orange and purple) as well as clear, black and white and a 
double-sided mirror (black, white and mirrored are opaque). Can be used on 
their own or on a light box.  €23.95

4

Colour Paddles - (Pack 6)
48157 Transparent colour paddles in 6 di�erent colours. Paddles have a 
hole in the handle so they can be strung together.  €4.95

5
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SENSORY

These strong illuminated hollow plastic forms are aesthetically pleasing and can be placed around 
the room or be used in a sensory den to provide background lighting or a mood inducing light. 
Use the remote control to choose one of 16 di�erent colours or set to fade smoothly through the 
entire spectrum of shades from a cool ultra-violet to a warm red. The units are low voltage and 
rechargeable. A 6 hour charge provides approximately 8 hours of light, and the lights can be used 
inside or out. The cubes make for an excellent seat making  them ideal for that sensory corner or 
for that extra special reception area. Water resistant to IP65.

WATER RESISTANT

LIGHT WEIGHT

SENSORY DEN

RECEPTION AREA

Sensory Mood Light Table
75557 Size: 40cm x 70cm diameter.   €275.00

1

Sensory Mood Cube
75544 Size: 40cm.   €154.95

2

Sensory Mood Water Table
75561 Colour-changing sand & water table brings a whole new perspective 
to water exploration and sensory discovery. Providing a soft light which 
changes colour using the remote control, the shallow well can be used for 
water, sand, jelly, foam or translucent objects for a wide variety of ways to 
explore using light and colour.   €275.00

3
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SENSORY

12M
+

0 M
+12M

+

12M
+

Rainbow Bricks
73380 Giant visually stunning building bricks made from beautiful rubberwood with colourful transparent acrylic inserts. Can be used in building and stacking 
with double and half sized bricks. The set includes 36 pieces (24 large, 12 small) with rounded corners and colourful inserts (red, green, blue, yellow, clear and 
mirror). Children will hold them up to their eyes to see a world in di�erent colours. Can also be used for colour mixing and on a light box.  €189.95

1

Sensory Blocks
73281 16 large rubberwood blocks containing beads, transparent acrylic, 
coloured sand and water/glitter �lled pockets in 4 di�erent shapes (square, 
rectangle, triangle and semicircle). The Sensory Blocks will promote obser-
vation in the wider sense, as all the shapes follow the same convention of 
colour and shape. So for example, regardless of the contents of the block 
the squares are always red. The combination of smooth wood exterior and 
the brightly coloured sensory centre makes a fascinating component with a 
multitude of educational possibilities for use with children of all ages.

€63.95

2

Jigsaw Softies
72083 Set of 4 softie plane mirrors with a jigsaw pro�le in four colours. 
They can be hand held, free standing or wall mounted to create a stunning 
display. Includes adhesive pads for wall mounting.  €35.95

3

Easy Hold Colour Panels
73359 Set of 3 transparent coloured acrylic sheets (red, blue and yellow) sealed inside hardwood frames with easy grip handles. Looking through them children 
will see the world in di�erent colours, or they can use more than one to create new colours. Easy to handle and robust making them suitable for children of all 
ages. Ideal resource for use on light boxes.  €22.95

4
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 Spiral Tube Set - (Pack 3)
92082 Our highly attractive crystal clear sensory liquid sets contain 
colourful oil and water in a range of designs. When turned upside down 
they provide a variety of ways for the droplets to fall or rise. The sets will 
captivate and fascinate and are an ideal resource for quiet focus, as well as 
inspiring curiosity, developing creative language and understanding simple 
scienti�c principles. This set contains three large cylinders with fat spherical 
colourful droplets that roll in a line down a spiral staircase.  €23.95

1 Sensory Jumbo Ooze Tube
92094 Our highly attractive crystal clear sensory liquid sets contain 
colourful oil and water in a range of designs. When turned upside down 
they provide a variety of ways for the droplets to fall or rise. The sets will 
captivate and fascinate and are an ideal resource for quiet focus, as well as 
inspiring curiosity, developing creative language and understanding simple 
scienti�c principles.    A single large sensory liquid cylinder with thick pink 
gloopy jelly that oozes and spirals to the bottom.  €17.95

2

Sensory Rainbow Cascade - (Pack 6)
92100 Our highly attractive crystal clear sensory liquid sets contain 
colourful oil and water in a range of designs. When turned upside down 
they provide a variety of ways for the droplets to fall or rise. The sets are an 
ideal resource for developing creative language and understanding simple 
scienti�c principles. A set of six large sensory liquid towers, each containing 
two streams of coloured liquid which cascade to the bottom in droplets at 
varying speeds.   €39.95

3

Perception Semispheres - (Pack 8)
72602 Older children will �nd them fascinating as they hold them up and look 
through to see the world around them in di�erent colours. When a semisphere 
is placed on top of an object it magni�es it by 4 or 5 times to give a view that is 
both a di�erent colour and enlarged. Holding two or three semispheres togeth-
er creates new colours and hues; using them on a light panel will enhance the 
children’s opportunities for colour mixing.   €54.95

5

Sensory Bubble Set (Pack 4)
92080 Our highly attractive crystal clear sensory liquid sets contain colour-
ful mineral oil and water in a range of designs. When turned upside down 
they provide a variety of ways for the droplets to fall or rise. The sets will 
captivate and fascinate and are an ideal resource for quiet focus, as well as 
inspiring curiosity, developing creative language and understanding simple 
scienti�c principles.   €8.95

4
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 Junior Tangles Combo
EDTJM-3 Tangles ‘brain tool’ Junior combo set 
of 3 which includes tangles Classic, Textured and 
Metallic.  €16.95

1 Tangle Hairy
EDTANH-1 An amazing therapeutic stress reliever 
and �dget resource. Twists and turns just like 
the regular Tangles but coated in stretchy rubber 
spines for a great tactile experience.   €11.95

2 Fuzzee Ball
EDOB-1 soft enough to use indoors and adapt to 
use with a variety of sports or can be used on their 
own. Has unlimited play possibilities. Pack of 6. 

€9.95

3

Rainbow Pebbles
54047 Children will have fun with this 
construction and early mathematics 
manipulative. Ideal for developing �ne 
motor skills, counting & sorting and 
creative design. Contains 36 pebbles in 6 
sizes and 6 colours with 20 activity cards 
in a sturdy plastic container.
Size of large pebble: 85mm   €34.95

6

Sensory Fidget Tubes
LER 92149 Mesmerising motion inside the Sensory Fidget Tubes o�ers 
children a soothing visual distraction to help them focus and calm down. 
These �dget toys have been specially developed for kids, are easy for little 
hands to grip, and child-friendly tubes are permanently sealed. So hypnotic, 
adults will love them, too.  €37.95

4

Sensory Colour Burst Buttons - Pack 7
72223 Robustly constructed from stainless steel, these 7 giant colourful 
buttons have a pleasingly rounded discus shape with smooth seamless 
edges and are graduated in size from 50mm to 140mm diameter.  €69.95

5
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BEHAVIOUR HELPERS
CHEWIES

Brick Stick Chew
Textured Chew Necklace provides a safe, weara-
ble, discreet, and cool solution for little ones who 
need to chew.  €15.95

1

Pencil Topper Chew
Comes with an eraser-less pencil. Great for focus-
ing during schoolwork  €8.95

2

Smiley Face Chew Necklace
A classic happy grin on one side, cool sunglasses 
smiley on the other side. Discreet solution for 
little ones who need to chew.  €15.95

3

Gem Chew Necklace
Safe, wearable, and discreet solution for little 
ones who need to chew.  €10.95

4

Guitar Chew
Fun shape for budding rockers and music-lovers. 
Easy for little hands to hold, with a stem to reach 
the back molar area  €10.95

5

Dino Bite Chew Necklace
One of our “bee�est” (widest) chew pendants  
€16.95

6

Diamond Chew Necklace
Chewable bling!. Each pendant measures about 
2” wide, 2” tall. Adjustable breakaway cord 
. €15.95

7

Krypto Chew Pencil Topper
Comes with an eraser-less pencil.  €7.95

8

Sabre Tooth Chew Necklace
It’s “fangtastic!” Adjustable breakaway cord. 
 €15.95

9

Sabre Tooth Chew Necklace
Popular back molar option.   €15.95

10
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BEHAVIOUR HELPERS

Tra�c Control Signs
EDTRAF-3 Highly visual set of 3 large handheld tra�c command signs, 
which can be used for a variety of activities both indoors and outdoors. 
Made from sturdy rigid plastic     €14.95

1

Tra�c Light Fan
TL01 Enables children to communicate their level of understanding or 
con�dence directly and con�dentially to the teacher   €1.00

2

No Yell Bell
EI-1250 Easy-to-use attention-getter. Ideal ‘stop & go’ tool. Rewards class 
participation. Features 7 electronic sounds  €27.50

3

Answer Buzzers
LER3776 Kids will light up when they reach for these fun buzzers! Sounds 
mimic real-world objects—a siren, game-show buzzer, laser and “charge!”. 
A great way to boost student response during any class activity or game!

€22.95

4

 Chatter Tracker
EDCT-1 advanced Electronic Noise Alert Device which detects from whis-
pers, 50dB (decibels) to the equivalent volume of a rock concert at 110dB 
(decibels). Resembling 44cm tall Tra�c Lights, warnings are delivered with 
bright LED lights, Siren and Recordable announcements.  €149.95

5 Answer Buzzers (Set of 4)
LER 3774 Bring excitement to any classroom test with these interactive 
buzzers. “Game-show” answer buzzers turn any lesson into a game. Ideal 
for testing. Interaction actively engages students. 4 vibrant colours Buzzers 
measure 9cm in diameter. Each answer buzzer requires 2 AAA batteries (not 
included)  €22.95

6
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BEHAVIOUR HELPERS

Feelings @+ 10 pages
BJ939994 Happy  €4.50 
BJ946824 Angry  €4.50
BJ946831 Jealous  €4.50
BJ946848 Sad  €4.50
BJ946862 Worried  €4.50

1

Feelings & Emotions
BJ919668 Feelings & Emotions. Age 2+, 32 pages 
215 x 280mm  €--.--

2

Good Manners
BJ908679 Good Manners. Age 2+, 32 pages  
215 x 280mm  €--.--

3

Social Skills 4 to 8 years - 64 pages
CD804116 Calm  €--.--
CD804117 Manners  €--.--
CD804118 School Routine  €--.--
CD804113 Communications  €--.--
CD804114 Corporate Play & Learning  €--.--
CD804115 Feelings  €--.--

4
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Converse Cards
Helps young or special needs children to improve their communication skills with Converse Cards. These 
bright, easy to handle photographic cards can be used to teach sequencing, story telling and logical 
thinking while reinforicing valuable communication skills. Contents: 52 (3.5 x 5.5 in) photographic cards 
with conversation prompts on the back of each card, 2 parent and teacher resource cards.
845040 What Comes Next ? €5.50
845042 What Do You Like? €5.50
845043 What Do You Need? €5.50
845045 What Does It Do?  €5.50

1

845040 What Comes Next ? 845042 What Do You Like? 845043 What Do You Need?

845045 What Does It Do? 

Feeling Funny Flip Book
T3363 Fron �dgety �ngers to tense toes, 
emotion a�ect every part of our body.  €--.--

2

Poems with Feelings
T3367 Through poems, game and songs chil-
dren will learn how to talk about and regulate 
their feelings. €--.--

4

Moji Monster Game Cards
T3361 Children understand accepting and 
naming emotions help us regulate their impact.   
 €--.--

6

Feeling Snappy Card Game
T3362 Embrace all of your emotions in a positive 
way through play. €--.--

3

Mirror Me Activity Cards
T3365 How would you feel if a lion was chasing 
you? €--.--

5

Little Book of Big Anger
T3368 Help children learn to recognise, under-
stand, and talk about this universal but often 
uncomfortable emotion. €--.--

7
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MUSIC & SOUND

JOYCE O’HARA CDs

0 M
+

18M
+

Early Years Music Set
85113 Contents: 2 hand bells, 2 grip rattles, 3 
hand shakers, 2 rainmakers and an ocean drum in 
a convenient zipped storage bag.  €69.95

1

Percussion Set - (10 items)
85101 Set of 10 percussion instruments in handy 
clear plastic carry case. Contains: a pair of maracas, 
castanets, tambourine, triangle and beater, pair 
of claves, rhythm-clapper, single tone guiro and 
beater, a pair of �nger cymbals, wooden shaker 
pot and a 13 bell jingle stick.  €44.95

2
Sound Prism Set - (Pack 12)

73277 Set contains 6 pairs of hardwood triangular 
prisms, identi�able by colour coded musical notes. 
The musical note logo only appears on one end of 
the block so they can be turned upside-down to 
test the user’s discriminatory skills.  €27.50

3

4 Seasons
Each  €16.95

1 Action Songs
Each  €16.95

2 Move To Music
Each  €16.95

3 An tAmhránaí Óg
Each  €16.95

4 Christmas
Each  €16.95

5

 Autumn
Each  €16.95

6 Alphabet
Each  €16.95

7 Addition Subtraction
Each  €16.95

8 Multiply & Divide
Each  €16.95

9

Individual Instruments
D308  Large Maracas, plastic (2) €--.--
D315  Hand Bells €--.--
D326  Small Triangle 5” €--.--
D312  Tambourine €--.--

4

Individual Instruments
D294  Rhythm Sticks €--.--
D297  Castanets €--.--

5
Individual Instruments

D293  Oriental Tone Block €--.--
D291  Rain Maker €--.--
D335  Xylophone €--.--

6
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Flubbadoh (80g tubs)
Flub80g Assorted colours. �ubbadoh is a �ubbatastic modelling compound 
which is soft, �exible, fun and easy for kids to shape and manipulate.  You 
can roll it, stretch it, squish it, mould it into whatever creations you can 
dream of.   Set of 12  €49.95

1

Smooshy Sand (2.5K)
Smooshy Sand stimulates children’s crea-
tivity, easily cleans up and it sticks to itself, 
not to you. Easy to shape and mould and 
their hands stay clean. Great for imagina-
tive play no matter what the weather is 
outside. Great for sensory development. 
Never dries out. Gluten Free. Completely 
safe and non-toxic. Available in red, blue 
and green. 300g tub. Set of 3.  €29.95

2

Playfoam Plu�e (2 packs)
EI-1941-A Blue & Red 2-Pack  €14.95
EI-1941-B Pink & Green 2-Pack  €14.95
EI-1941-C Blue & Red 2-Pack  €14.95

3
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AISTEAR CORNER

Bumper Hand Tool Set
74002 Large 40 piece selection of trowels, scoops, rakes and sieves, in red, 
blue green and yellow. Children will build, sift, scrape, scoop, dig and make 
patterns. Ideal for larger groups and collaborative play €23.95

1 Monster Digging Claw Set
74016 Children will love to hold these colourful claw-like extensions and 
become transformed into demon excavators. The set comprises of 20 handy 
claws in 5 di�erent designs.  €29.95

2

Sand Scrapers
PSP01 Set of 4  €3.95

3 Spinner Set - Pack of 6
74012 Set of 6 spinners (2 of each of 3 di�erent spinners) which will rotate 
when fed sand or water in the same way as a water wheel works. The bases 
also act as sieves. When in motion, adjacent spinning wheels rotate in oppo-
site directions.  €29.95

4

Aprons
Medium  €6.50
Large  €7.50
Waterproof aprons are ideal for all 
water play. Elasticated cu�s and 
velcro back. Easily cleaned with 
damp cloth or sponge.

7 Lightweight 
Aprons
Small 24”  €4.75
Medium 26””  €5.25
Large 28”  €5.95
X Large 30”  €6.95
Rinse in cold water only. Jersey 
neck and cu�s.

8

Translucent Colour Bucket Set (6 pack)
73101 Fun stackable colour buckets.  €14.95

5 Translucent Colour Jug Set (6 pack)
73103 Fun colour jugs, perfect for use with sand or water.  €14.95

6
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Sand & Water Play Bath
66021 Red or Blue. Includes lid. 110mm x 60.5mm x 21.5 deep   €249.00

1 Exploration Circle Set - Colour Trays
38062 4 coloured quadrant trays with a grey metal stand forming a sturdy 
activity circle. Children can play and discover the properties of sand, water, 
confetti, wood chippings or whatever medium you decide to place into the 
handy sized trays which are easy to manage, clean, lift and empty. Ideal for 
encouraging collaborative group play.  €199.00

2

Water Play Activity Rack
72308 Explore sand and water activities with our specially designed steel 
activity frame. There are hooks on the side and the top of the sturdy frame 
to hang buckets, jugs, watering cans, and spray bottles.  €139.95

3
Exploration Circle Cover

38075 Flexible, waterproof plastic cover with elastic lip to keep the con-
tents of the Exploration Circle clean and dry.  €35.95

4

Desktop Sand & Water 
Bath
66094 W50cm x L70cm x H15cm  €24.95

5 Paint and Craft Trays
77040 Coloured trays, each   €6.25
Set of 4   €19.95

6

Messy Mats
77630 Set of 5 coloured mats. 50cm x 35cm

€12.95

7 Table Cover
EV 155 Plastic table cover to protect from all 
spillages. 36” x 48 €5.25

8
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12M
+

12M
+

Wooden Farm Blocks (25 pieces)
73399 Chunky wooden blocks colour printed on both sides with real 
images of farm animals, farmers, scenery and a tractor, perfect for young 
children to engage in imaginative play and develop their descriptive lan-
guage skills.  Contents: 2 hens, 2 cows, 2 pigs, 2 geese, 2 goats, 1 sheep, 1 
lamb, 1 cat, 1 sheepdog, 1 horse, 2 farmers, 2 straw bales, 4 fences, 1 barn 
and 1 tractor.  €69.95

1

Wooden People Blocks (32 pieces)
73402 Chunky wooden blocks colour printed on both sides with 
real images of people from a range of communities, perfect 
for young children to engage in imaginative play and develop 
their descriptive language skills. Includes children and adults 
representing a variety of ages, professions, cultures, religions and 
abilities. Size of adult: 125mm. Size of child: 80-90mm . €84.95

2

Play Shop & Theatre (2 in 1)
95987 2 in 1 wooden play shop and theatre. On the shop side is a counter and three 
shelves for produce and on the other side a theatre with red curtains and a blackboard 
with clock. An excellent aid for role playing and imaginative thinking. The fruit and 
crates are available separately. Lockable castors.  €249.95

5

Wooden Sorting Fruit & Vegetable Crates
74011 5 stackable wooden crates �lled with 20 individual wooden fruit 
and vegetable pieces, all brightly colour coded to match their crate and with 
hand painted details.  €59.95

3

Wooden Brushes (4)
75029 These 4-pack sturdy, functional 
brushes are the correct size and weight 
for young children to use e�ectively. They 
can be used to encourage children to take 
a pride in keeping the setting tidy as well 
as props for role play. €29.95

4
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Aeroplane Activity Wall Panels
76083 Activity wall made in �ve pieces, each with a di�erent set of manipulative activities to 
encourage hand-eye coordination and �ne motor skills including: a clock with moving hands, wire 
bead maze, magnetic pens, shape maze and interlocking gears. The aeroplane comes fully assem-
bled with �xing holes and attachment screws for easy �tting to a wall. 1800mm long.  €269.95

1

Activity Wall Set
76089 Set of wall activity panels to engage children in cross-curricular 
learning. Panels are styled as a brown horse with wire beads and moving gears, 
a yellow gira�e with fruit puzzle blocks to mix and complete, and a black and 
white zebra with colourful shapes to identify and match. 360 x 550 x 35mm 

€189.95

2
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RUDAÍ AS GAEILGE

Scrabble Puzzle as gaeilge
A colourful 49 piece puzzle as gaeilge. A great way to match pictures with 
the word.   €19.95

1
Presidential Puzzle

A puzzle to recreate our presidential history  €9.95

2

Country Names Puzzle
A county names puzzle as gaeilge with matching �ag colours.  €9.95

3 Solar System as Gaeilge
Solar System as Gaeilge.  €9.95

4

Ireland Puzzle as Gaeilge
A 48-piece Larsen inset tray puzzle. Ireland Coun-
ties.  €6.95

5

 Europe Puzzle as Gaeilge
A 48 piece Larsen inset tray puzzle. Europe as 
gaeilge.  €6.95

6

Biongó (Bia)
36 playing cards  €16.95

7 Biongó (Eadaí)
36 playing cards  €16.95

8 36 playing cards €16.95
Scrabble as gaeilge.  €29.95

9
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RUDAÍ AS GAEILGE

Snap as Gaeilge
Colourful number snap as gaeilge  €6.95

1 Snap as Gaeilge
Snap game as gaeilge. Match the letter with the word  
€6.95

2

Snap As Gaeilge
A game of snap in Irish with letters of the alpha-
bet and with images with their respective letters.  
€5.95

3

Flash Cards as Gaeilge
Set of colorful �ash cards as gaeilge.  €7.95

4

Snap as Gaeilge
A colorful snap as gaeilge game.  €6.95

5

Dathanna Snap
FC003 Set of 44 A6 playing cards  €6.99

6

Cluichí Focal (Sa Bhaile)
  €16.95

7 Cruthanna Snap
FC002 Set of 28 A6 playing cards  €5.99

8




